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S. U. WELCOMES YOU
Chris Sifferman, a senior, and Greg Barlow, a graduate student,
smile a welcome to all new and returning students to Seattle Univer-
sity. They are standing on that part of the campus recently acquired
CThe faculty and students of Seattle University join in greeting all incomingnen. The staff of The Spectator published this special "Back-to-S.U." edition and
mailedit to all new andreturning students in the hope that it would give them helpful
information about life at the University and summer developments here. Your attention
is directed to the schedule of fall quarter classes published in the middle section of the
paper.
from the Canada Dry Co. In the background on the right is the build-
ing which is being renovated to become the new bookstore. The Bar-
man Buildingis on the left. Photo by Fr.Leo Schmid,SJ.
Friday,September 25
DORMS open to residents, 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Welcoming committee will be on
hand to greet all incoming freshmen.
DINNER served in residence halls
at 5 p.m.
MOVIE, "The Notorious Landlady,"
Kirn Novak, Jack Lemmon and Fred
Astaire, 7:30 p.m., Pigott Aud. (Pack-
age deal includes this).
SOCIAL, following movie, Chieftain
Lounge, free to all frosh. Free re-
freshments.
Saturday,September 26
WASHINGTON Pre-College test, 8:45
a.m., Pigott Aud. $5 fee. The test is
required of all entering freshmen and
new transfer students who have less
than 15 quarterhours of college credit.
(Most Washington State students have
already taken this test. It is not the
same as the Scholastic Aptitude Test













PRESIDENTS RECEPTION, 2 to 4
p.m., Bellarmine Hall. Guided tours
of the S.U. campus will be conducted
by upperclassmen during this time for
all interested freshmen and their par-
ents. Transportation for the tours will
be electric cabs.
DINNER, 5 p.m., for residents in
the halls.
VARIETY SHOW, featuring S.U. tal-
ent, 7:30 p.m., Pigott Aud. (Package
deal includes this). Incoming freshmen
interested in participating in the var-
iety show should write to: Freshman
Variety Show, Box 201, Seattle Uni-
versity.They willbe contacted by mail








class of 1968 by
The VeryRev. A.
A. Lemieux, S.J.,
and introduction of other university of-
ficers.
VOCATIONAL MOTIVATION TEST,
10:30 a.m. Rooms will be assigned
as freshmen leave the President's Wel-
come. The test is required for all en-
tering freshmen.
MASS, 12:05 p.m. Chieftain Lounge.
ROTC ASSEMBLY, 1 p.m., Pigott
Aud., for men students. Lt. Col. Rob-
ert Lieding, Commanding Officer, will
introduce his staff and cadet leaders.
DEANS' INSTRUCTIONS, 2 p.m.
Meet with the dean of the school you
are entering in the assigned room.
College of Arts and Sciences, Gym-
nasium; School of Commerceand Fin-
ance, LA 123; School of Education, Ba
102; School of Engineering, Ba 402;
School of Nursing, LA 319; Pre-Major
Program, Pigott Aud.; College of Sis-










ics, LA 222; Eng-
lish, LA 224; First Humanities, Gym;
Freshman Honors, Loyola Hall; His-
tory, LA 223; Home Economics, Ba
207; Journalism, Ba 201; Languages,
Ba 202; Mathematics, Ba 501; Medical
Secretary,Ba 401; MedicalTechnology,
Ba 401; Military Science, LA 220;
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Freshmen Face Full Week
Wednesday, Sept. 30
REGISTRATION












they will be assigned to discussion
Thursday, October I
CLASSES begin, 8 a.m.
MASSES, 11:15 a.m. and 12:05 p.m.,
Chieftain Lounge.
BIG-LITTLE SISTER TEA, 3:30
p.m., Frederick andNelson Tea Room.
New fall and winter fashions will be
shown. Refreshments will be served.
Admission free.
Friday,October 2
REGULAR Classes, 8 a.m.
ENFORCEMENT DAY, 2 p.m. Gym-







at 2:30 p.m., or





minal for Kiana Lodge on the Olympic
Peninsula at 3:45 p.m. (Package deal
includes this. Otherwise, the price will
be $6.50 with only a limited number
of tickets available).
Music, Bu 500; Philosophy, Ba 301;
Physics, Ba 404; Political Science, LA
205; Pre-Law, LA212; Pre-Medical and
Pre-Dental Programs, Ba 401; Psy-
chology, Ba 502; Sociology, LA 320;
Speech and Drama, LA 211. (See Page
7 for explanation of building code.)
CHEMISTRY PLACEMENT exam, 4
p.m., Ba 102. Any student who has
taken a course in chemistry in high
school and who will take a chemistry















the banquet, Beiiarmine Hall. Music
by Jackie Souders. First function to
which upperclassmen will be admitted.
Tuesday, September 29
MATHEMATICS Placement Lecture,
9 a.m. The math placement program
will be explained with particular em-
phasis on the College Algebra waiver
and advanced placement in calculus.
ORIENTATION MASS, 11 a.m., St.
James Cathedral, Ninth Avenue and
East Marion, five blocks west of the
campus. The VeryRev.A. A. Lemieux,
S.J., will be celebrant and Fr. Gor-





tion, 3 p.m., in assigned rooms. Any
student who has taken one or more
years of French, Spanish, German or
Latin and is required to take one of
these languages in college should take
the placement exam in one of these
languages: French, LA 123 or LA 124;
German, LA 219; Latin, LA 119; Span-
ish, LA 319 or LA 320.
SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"












At L-y*t moAphere TJS
■->
"For o Snack, or a Meal, We'll See
You At the Cottage"
STEAK DAY
Every Monday, Thursday & Saturday
SPENCER STEAK. SALAD, FRIES $1.00
THE COTTAGE&
15th & E. Madison g|H
Fredrick Scott gg. $ /|i»?
Class of '50 §£ /-ktfßKl
Pr° p- 'w^ji^s^
SAMM.STOREY
Plan your financial future now! tSpecial plans for CollegeMen EjT^ti
and Women Kj^k
Call MU 2-4574 or AD 2-1860
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCECOMPANY (NIjUC)
1025 SecuritiesBldg. N/— y
STUDENTS I
» * Discount to S. U. Students, Faculty WJ
ffl " Special 4 - Hour Service . M
M " Close to Campus |||
3^
"
2 blocks from Marycrest Mm
I MASTER CLEANERS I
I just-pressed look I
1209 Madison MAin 4-6636
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'Package Deal' to Include Freshman Cruise
Special Rates Given
For Week's Events
Over a 20 per cent reduction on all
frosh orientation events is available to
500of S.U.s incomingstudents.This price
reduction is offered in a plan known as the
"PackageDeal."
The "Package Deal" includes tickets to all
scheduled social functions during frosh week: A
beanie, "Beanie Ball," movie, variety show,
frosh banquet and dance, and cruise. Admission
to these activities,purchased individually,would
amount to $12.25. However, if purchased collec-
tively through the "Package Deal," the price is
$10.
THE VARIETY SHOW is an exclusive bonus
on this economy plan. When the sellout of the
"Package Deal" occurs only a few individual
tickets will remain for the cruise and banquet.
The Frosh Orientation Committee is making
"Package Deal" packets available to freshmen
because variety show, movie and cruise atten-
dance is limited. Therefore, they will be issued
on afirst-come, first-served basis.
FRESHMEN interested in taking advantage
of the "PackageDeal" shouldclip out the coupon
on this page of The Spectator, and mail it, to-
gether with a check or money order for $10.00
(payable to Freshman Orientation, Seattle Uni-
versity) to the address given on the coupon. A
return addressmust alsobe included.
The committee will then send out a receipt
for the ticket package which may be exchanged
at frosh headquarters in Bellarmine Hall when
the new studentarrivesatS.U.
Freshmen are encouraged to participate in
all frosh activities. The immediate purchase of
the "Package Deal" insures the opportunity of
taking full advantage of Frosh Week— at a sub-
stantial saving. __
PASSENGERS disembark from the VirginiaV, at Kiana
Lodge in Agate Pass, destination of this year's Frosh
Cruise. The Virginia V is one of two boats hired for the
three-hourround trip from Seattle.
_^_
__ ___ __ _ ——
_^_ ■ " "■«■" «k
Please reserve one package of tickets to all Freshman
Orientation Week activities for me. Ienclose a check or |
moneyorder for $10.00 which will cover all the costs of these .I activities. '
| Name
I Address |
City : State Zip Code |
Clip this coupon, fill it out, andmail it alongwith check
| or money order (made payable to Freshman Orientation, |
SeattleUniversity) to: i
Freshman Orientation Committee. Box201 II Seattle University '. Seattle, Washington98122 j
Evening Ride toEnd
Orientation Days
The highlight of Freshman Orienta-
tion Week will be an evening cruise to
Kiana Lodge on Agate Pass in Puget
Sound. Inprevious years, the cruise was to Sun-
set Lodge on Bainbridge Island. Date for the
cruise will be Saturday,Oct.3.
Inviewof Seattle's fall weather, the day may
be excellent if October does not fall under the
curse of Seattle's mediocre and damp summer.
With no misgivings concerning the weather,
the Freshman Orientation Committee promises
an eventful day for the frosh. Two cruise ships
have been hired. Departure will be from Fisher-
men's Terminal at 3:45 p.m. for the hour-and-a-
half cruise to the lodge.Bus transportation to the
dock will be provided from S.U. for 90c. Buses
willleave XavierHall at 2:30p.m.
THE PRICE of the cruise is included in the
"Package Deal" with a limited number of tick-
ets available for those who do not purchase the
"Package Deal." Price for these students will
be $6.50 witha maximumof 75 seats available in
eventof a "PackageDeal"sellout.
Entertainment will be featured on board both
cruise ships to and from the lodge. The River-
boat Ramblers are tentatively scheduled along
with another as yet unsigned group. Dancing at
the lodge itself will feature the Stags, a popular
group fromSeattle.
ORIENTATION Chairman Dan DeLeuw point-
edout that inaddition to a longhousefor dancing,
there is also a large field at the lodgesite which
may be used for varied outdoor games. A fried
chickendinner willbe provided.
The cruise will be an excellent way for fresh-
men to makenew acquaintancesamongtheirnew
classmates.
Registration Ideas
Registration for college classes is a process cram-
med with details and official steps.
A simpleoutline of registration procedure and of reg-
tration instructions is on Page 7 of this issue. A careful reading
of these outlines now and once again before registration may
facilitate the process.
Registration numbers, mailed to each student, determine the
time of registration.Each student can find the time he is to regis-
ter by comparing his number with the time schedule on Page 7
of this issue. For instance, the new student withNumber565 should
report to Pigott Auditorium between10:45 and 11a.m., Sept. 30.
THROUGHOUT THE registration process, members of the
University's service clubs will give students directions as to what
they should bedoingand where they should gonext.
Because individualattentionneeds to be given to each student's
documents at many places in registration, some long lines form
rather frequently. Sometimes a student is unable to enroll in the
class he wants because that class has already been filled. (This




Two special events have been
added to orientation week this
year for transfer students. They
will be welcomed to the Univer-
sity at a social on Sept. 29 and
at special receptions on Sept.
30.
The social, given by upper-
classmen, will be at 8 p.m. in
the Chieftain Lounge.
THE RECEPTIONS will be
from 9 to 10 a.m. and from 1to
4 p.m. Transfer students can
meet representatives from the
administration and schools of
the University in the morning
and talk with upperclass stu-
dents in the afternoon in the al-
cove of the Chieftain cafeteria.
Transfer students arealso wel-
come to campus events sched-
uled for all new students.
FRESHMAN transfers with
less than 15 quarter hours of
college credit are required to
take the Washington State Pre-
College Test on Saturday, Sept.





Week, selected rules which gov-
ern the conduct of freshmen are
applied. Copies of the rules,
which go into effect Friday,
Sept. 25, at 6 p.m. may be ob-
tained at frosh headquarters in
the lobbyof Bellarmine Hall.
The keynote of the rules is
courtesy. Freshmen are expect-
ed to wear their beanies at all
times. Required dress will be
white shirts, ties and sweaters
or blazers for the men; colle-
giate skirts, sweaters for the
women. No tennis shoes are to
be worn.
For violators of the rules, an
"Enforcement Day" will be
on Friday,Oct. 2. Flagrant vio-
lators of rules will be subpoe-




Onbehalf of theofficers andmembers of the AssociatedStudents
of Seattle University,Iwouldlike to welcome you, the classof '68, to





you will be entitled to the privileges which accompany
that membership.
You will be giventhe opportunity toparticipate in campus clubs,
service organizations, ASSU committees and the three branches of
student government— executive, legislative,and judicial.
YET THE MERE opportunity which is extended to you, even
though it will be accompanied by encouragement on the part of the
upperclassmen, will not be sufficient to insure your success either
academically or socially. You alone will be able to make your career
at S.U. a success. At Seattle University only your enthusiasm and
responsible acceptanceof the duties of a member of the ASSU will
guaranteeaprofitable experience for you.
During FroshOrientation and the remainder of the year,youwill
gradually become better acquainted with the functions of student
governmentand the opportunities which its active participants enjoy.
However, do not fail to realize that student government can only
offer toyou what you yourself want.It is only as goodas its individual
members.
WE IN THE ASSU are all eagerly looking forward to meeting
you in the falland ask each of you to feel free to ask for our assist-
ance whenever you wish.
MICHAEL M.McHUGH
ASSU PRESIDENT
Sigma DeltaChi Award for Excellence in Journalism
First Place,College Newspapersof Washington State,1963
PublUh<d in August and an Wtdnodayt and Friday* during th« school year «upt on
holidays and during final uoamlnallons by iludwiti of Startlo Univ*rslry. Editorial and bin-
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BROCK ADAMS
will be great in Congress
7th district Democrat.
BROCK ADAMS GREETS PRESIDENT KENNEDY
IN TACOMA, 1963
Join the BROCK ADAMS campaign
when you come fo S.U.
(Paid Advertisement)
School
THE ACADEMIC deans and
their schools are: Fr. John Fit-
terer, S.J., College of Arts and
Sciences; Dr.Paul Volpe,School
of Commerce and Finance; Dr.
Winfield Fountain (actingdean),
School of Education; Dr. David
Schroeder, School of Engineer-
ing; Sister Mary Ruth Niehoff,
O.P. (acting dean), School of
Nursing; Mother Mary Philo-
thea Gorman, F.C.S.P., College
of Sister Formation, and Fr.
Edmund Morton, S.J., Graduate
Two new administrative of-
fices have been created and
filled this year. Lt. Col.Michael
Dolan (Ret.), is the directorof
placement and specialactivities
inthe universityrelationsoffice.
Mr.John Hall has beenappoint-
ed purchasing agent and plant
maintenance manager.
hahn's assistant in the residence
halls.
OVERSEEING student activi-
ties and discipline is the job of
the dean of students Fr.Robert
Rebhahn, S.J., andhis assistant,
Fr. Donohue. Fr. William Gill,
S.J., will continue as Fr. Reb-
THREEVICE presidentshave
charge of different aspects of
administration. Fr. Frank Cos-
tello, S.J., academic vice pres-
ident, supervises curriculum,
classes, scholastic matters and
the registrar's office.
Fr. Gerard Evoy, S.J., is the
vice president for university
relations. His office includes
public relations, publicity and
the alumni program. Fr. Ed-
mund McNulty, S.J., directs
university finances as vice pres-
identof finance.
FR. GORDON Toner, S.J.,
will be in charge of S.U.s
Jesuit community, a task also
formerlyperformed by Fr.Kel-
ley.
The entire responsibility at
S.U. rests on the shoulders of
the president, the Very Rev.
A. A. Lemieux, S.J. In partic-
ular, development and solicita-
tion are handled through the
president's office.
By MARGIE CROW
New to the S.U. administration this year is Fr. Timo-
thy Cronin, S.J., in the newly-formed office of Assistant
to the President. Fr. Cronin is replacing Fr. John Kelley,
S.J., formerly executive
vice president, who was
this summer named provin-
cial of the Jesuit Oregon Prov-
ince. Fr. Lawrence Donohue,
S.J., formerly vice principal at
SeattlePrep, was appointedas-
sistant dean of students
Fr. Cronin, a native of Spo-
kane, wasordained in 1962. He
has taken over many of Fr.
Kelley's duties, such as serving
as faculty director for the ath-
letic and public information de-
partments. His primary job is












Miss Barbara Dollard, Mr.
Charles Yackulic andMrs. Elda
Brophyare the new additions to
the School of Education.
New to the S.U. ROTC in-
structor group are Maj. A. R.
Stebbins, Capt. J. D. Raude-
baugh, Capt. L. G. Concienne,
Sfc. L. A. Maynard, M/Sgt.
Gardiner, Sp. R. Barret and
Sgt. Maj. Holston.
Miss Marcella A. Seman.
Mr. Byron Gage will return
to the electrical engineeringde-
partment after a leave of ab-
sence. Also joining the engineer-
ing staff are: Mr. William Har-
thill and Mr. William Cooley,
electrical; Dr. June Reid, me-
chanical, and Mr. Robert St.
Germain, civil. Leaving the
school to work for doctorates
will be Mr. Richard Schwaeg-
ler. civil; Mr. Richard Weiss,
electrical, and Mr. Timothy
THE SHEIK OF ARABY? No, it's Fr. William Leßoux,
S.J., on camel Number 13. Fr. James King, S.J., is on the
left. The picture was taken in Egypt, one of the stops on
the Near East tour the two S.U. theology teachers con-
ducted this sumer. The other camel seems to be giving
Fr.Leßoux the camel laugh.
MRS. PHYLLIS Henrichsen
and Sr. Mary Bernice Kohles,
F.C.S.P., will be leaving the
nursingstaff. Three new instruc-
tors have been named to the
nursing staff, Mrs. Louisa Pier-
son, Miss FlorenceRobison and
THOSE WHO willbe on leave
of absence from the Arts and
Sciences department include,
Fr. Thomas Garvin, S.J., philo-
sophy; Mr. Joseph J. Gallucci,
music; Fr.Michael Taylor,S.J.,
assistant professor of theology;
Mr. Lowell Simmons, English,
and Mr. Robert Saltvig, history.
New to the School of Com-
merce and Finance are Dr. Carl
Alberni, assistant professor of
accounting;Dr. Khalil (Charles)
Dibee, assistant professor of fi-nance; and Mr. Daniel J. Man-
ning, assistant professor of man-
agement.
Other additions to the College
of Arts and Sciences faculty are
Mr. Darel W. Hardy, mathema-
tics; Dr. Gerald F. Rutan, as-
sociate professor of political
science; andDr.George A.San-
tisteban, biology.Mr. DavidKil-
len will join the theology depart-
ment. He will be the first lay-
man to teach theology at S.U.
THE SECOND new depart-
ment head will be Fr.Edmund
Morton, S.J., who will be act-
ing head of the philosophy de-
partment in the absence of Fr.
James T. McGuigan, S.J., who
will teach at Sophia University
inTokyo. New to the philosophy
staff will be Dr. James J. Tal-
larico and Fr. James P. Ryan,
S.J.
The English department will
be enlarged by the return of
Dr. Thomas J. Mclnerney,and
by three new instructors, Mr.
Thomas Grant, Mr. Dale C.
Meyer and Mr. Forrest D. Pat-
rick.
Dr. David Downes has been
named to head the English de-
partment, replacingFr. Charles
Wollesen, S.J., who was acting
head. Fr. Wollesen will be an
instructor on the University of
the Seven Seas thisyear but will
return in time to continue as
headof the S.U. summer school
program.
Two department head re-
placements in the College
of Arts and Sciences and
numerous other changes
are set for the 1964-65 fac-
ulty at S.U.
BYRNE is president and gen-
eral manager of Frederick &
Nelson's department store.
Woods is chairman of the board
and president of the Washington
Natural Gas Co., and president
of the Seattle Chamber of Com-
merce.
Two new members have been
appointed to the board of trus-
tees, Cornelius J. Byrne and
William P. Woods. Lawrence
J. McLellan has retired from
the board.
Monticello Apartments
Walking Distance to Seattle U.
featuring
Completely Furnished Apts.














To Make Our Shop Their
CLOTHING HEADQUARTERS
in Seattle



















Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 7 p.m.
Sat. 9-4 p.m. Sun. 10-2 p.m.
What often causes havoc with students'
budgets are the extra costs, the semi-hidden
ones. The Bulletin of Information can only list the
minimum costs of tuition, board and room, general
fees and special academic and class fees.
Tuition for the year 1964-65 is $215.00 each quarter
for an academic load of 10 to 15 hours. Extra hours
are $21.50 each hour. The only exceptions to this are
theology and military science which are free.
AN AVERAGE LOAD is about 17 hours each quar-
ter. An "hour" or "quarterhour" usually means the
number of times a class meets in one week. A class
on Mondays and Fridays is usuallya "two-hour class"
for which one may earn two credits. A class that
meets every day is usually a "five-hour class."
A freshman normally takes three five-hour classes
and one two-hour theologyclass inhis first and second
quarter (in addition, the men take a two-hour ROTC
class). In the other quarter, he may take 13 or 15 or
18 quarter hours (because Logic is a three-hour course
and his other courses are probably five-hour classes).
IT'S ONLY MONEY: Kathi Ryder philoso-
phically smiles as she writes a check at the
Treasurer's office. Note empty wallet. Ann
Koch, at left, is showingKathi an itemized list
of fees.
Where, What and When:
Directions Given for Payments
Where, what and when
one pays for college are
logical questions. A student
must pay all the fees con-
nected withhis registration
on the day he registers.
Registration is not completed
until the payment is made. One
who does not completeregistra-
tion on the assigned day must
pay a $10 late-registration fee.
The student will be directed
throughthe various stepson reg-
istration day. His last stop will
be at the Treasurer's Office on
the second floor of the Pigott
If the student will be takinga
course in art ($3), biology ($7),
chemistry, engineering or phys-
ics ($lO for each laboratory
course in these three fields) or
HOW MUCH? The freshman
with the average number of
classes will need: $215 for tui-
tion, $33 for general fees and
library-pledge fee, and $10 for
the matriculation fee— a total of$258. Men will need $20 more
for ROTC uniform deposit and
activity fee.
Building. There he will pay his
tuitionandfees.
MANY PARENTS have found
it more convenient to open a
checking account for their son
or daughter at a bank near the
University. This arrangement





It is impossible to estimate
closely the cost for books and
supplies. If a student plans to
bring a check from his parents
for these items, he may wish to
make his purchases at the cam-
pus bookstore
— in whichcase the
checks should be made payable
to the BroadwayBookstore.Be-
tween $25 and $50 should cover
the costs of books and ordinary
supplies.
How much? For resident stu-
dents desiring the lunch book
(21 meals a week), $288. For
those not desiring iunches (16
meals a week),$263. Checks for
board and room should also be
made payable to Seattle Uni-
versity.
IN MARYCREST and Bellar-
minehalls, the manager'soffice
is next to the desk in ihe main
lobby. This payment is to be
madeonone of the two registra-
tion days— either Sept. 29 or
Sept.30.
IF THE STUDENT wishes
Blue Cross coverage, he will
need $9.20 for that item. Checks
should be made payable to Se-
attle University.
Resident studentspay for their
board and room separatelyfrom
tuition. Payment is to bemade to
the manager of the dormitoryin
whichthestudent will live.
ifhe willbe takingother courses
(such as typing, some homeeco-
nomics classesor nursing), or if
he will enroll in the School of
Commerceand Finance ($3), he
will need additional money.
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1964
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Don't lose heart, however; if all else fails, you can
alwayssellthat luggage.
So, by all means, bring that checkbook— and be
prepared to use it. Careful planning will help some-
what, but don't be surprised if that monthly budget
is depletedby the fifteenth.
ITISIMPOSSIBLE to set anorm on the extra costs
of livingat college.Individuals vary too much in their
needs and tastes. Somefind it difficult to get by on $25
a month; others find it almost as hard to get by on
$80 a month.
$25 to $50 on books each quarter— depending on the
classes he takes.
Dorm students have received in the mail brochures
with lists of things they need to bring and what they
might like to bring. Bedspreads, curtains and lamps
are better bought after one consults with the room-
mate in Seattle. But these items add to the costs, and
if a student must buy his bedding, linen and other
"once-only" dorm supplies, he could easily need $60
or more.
AND THE LITTLE EXTRAS quickly make mam-
moth dents in purse and wallet. These extras range
from bath soap and laundry soap, toothpaste and No-
Doze pills to a new dress for the Prom. Laundry
facilities are available in the dorms, but they function
only with coins (15c for the washing machines, 10c
for the driers).
Clothes (nylons for the girls), newspapers, maga-
zines, extra books (even paperbacks), records, tele-
phone calls (10c for each local call one makes), dry
cleaning, cosmetics, shaving materials, paper, pen,
ink, stamps, and bus tokens— all add to the expenses,
and all can be necessary at one time or another. If
one smokes or enjoys a coffee-break, one will need
just that much morecash.
PLAN TO SPEND some money on yourself— or on
others— for entertainment. Many shows and special
events are offered in Seattle, and though there are
some student discount tickets, these are usually sold
out by themiddle of summer.
And by all means, don't forget— food. Though good
and plentiful meals are provided in the dormitory
dining rooms, that craving for a midnight snack or
something to munch on while studying for finals
must be satisfied— whether it be for a candy bar or
a batch of Noodles Romanoff whipped up in a popcorn
popper.
In the long run, the second plan, which provides
a lunch every day, is cheaper than buying lunch sep-
arately every day— or going without.
These are basic costs. Figuring on a yearly basis
(considering two quarters of 17 or 19 hours, one quar-
ter between 15 and 18 hours, and the second plan for
room and board), the initial cost for the out-of-town
student would be between $1,542 and $1,626.50. This,
however, is only the beginning.
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES are expensive.Many books
can be purchased second-hand for a considerable re-
duction. They may be found at the bookstore, at the
A-Phi-0 book sale, or through advertisements by up-
perclassmen who are more than anxious to sell their
books to help their own finances. There is always the
consolation that next year you too will have used
books to sell to the incomingfreshmen, thus padding
the wallet somewhat. A freshman may easily spend
SINCE THERE IS NO charge for theology or mili-
tary science (ROTC) courses, the men can take 19,
19 and 15 hours without paying for extra hours. Any
who wish to take 18 hours in one quarter (with no
theology or ROTC) would have to pay for three extra
hours, or an additional $64.50 that quarter. Thus tui-
tion for the year (three quarters) would be between
$645 and $709.50.
The general and library-pledge fees, which all full-
time students pay, are $27.00 and $6.00 each quarter
respectively, or $99 for the year. Other special lab
fees and class fees range from $1.00 to $50.00 a quar-
ter but these usually pertain to a single class which
would not be repeated. At the first registration, there
is a $10 matriculation fee (and for the men, a $16 uni-
form deposit fee and $4 activity fee for ROTC).
DORM STUDENTS for the coming year will have
a choice of room and board fees. Plan 1, which pro-
vides 16 meals a week, 2 meals on weekdays and 3
meals on Saturday and Sunday, costs $713.00 for the
academic year. Plan 2, with 3 meals every day, is
$788.00.
By KAETHE ELLIS
Coming to Seattle University in the fall?
Bring yourself,your luggage
— and your check-
book. College costs a lot. The expenses,par-
ticularly for an out-of-town student planning
to live in a dormitory, are many, no matter
how rigidly one sticks toa budget.
5 Point Drive InCleaners
10% Student Discount
For 19 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.












If interested in joining, clip and mail or deposit:
Box 101, Seattle University.
!NAME !





NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE
iiSifi#ENTS
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIREDrapeoples
ILZJNATIONAL BANK
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING & DRIVE-IN WINDOW
At our nearby "Seattle U Branch"
(We call it FIRST HILL
— 1122 Madison Street)
In the present core curricu-
lum, students must complete
seven courses (26quarter hours)
—logic, philosophy of being, of
man, of God, general and spe-
cialethics, andepistemology.
By MARYK.WOOD
A newly proposedprogram in
philosophy will be started on a
trial run this fall. It is partof a
suggestedrevisionin the core of
courses S.U. will require of
everystudent.
Fr.Edmund Morton,S.J., act-
ing head of the philosophy de-
partment, will teach a pilotpro-
gram to 35 freshmen.Under the
new plan, five philosophy cours-
es (20 quarter hours) are to be




New Philosophy Program Tried
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1964
GABRIEL MARCEL, celebrated French philosopher,
spoke to an overflow audience in Pigott Aud. last Oc-
tober. Fr.Edmund Morton, S.J., is at the right.
As a result of the schedule
change, all beginning social sci-
ence classes will be moved to
the afternoon. A portion of the
English, theology and philoso-
phyclasses will also fall into the
afternoonschedule.
As in the past, freshmen will
be required to take at leastone
afternoon class. Those which
start at noon are considered
afternoonclasses.
Classes will be added in the
2-4 time periodto accommodate
the increased enrollment and to
lay the groundwork for the new
core curriculum which may go




Beginning fall quarter, some
classes will be extended into the
late afternoon.
This year two reading programs are planned at
S.U. The first, for incoming freshmen, consists of two
books to be read before arrival in the fall. These books,
"Making of a President,'
by Theodore A. White, and
"Liberal Education and the
Democratic Ideal," by A. Whit
ney Griswold, willbe discussed
as partof Frosh Orientation.
Information about ordering
these books may be obtainec
from: Frosh Reading Program
Box 192, Seattle University
BernadetteCarr is directing the
program.
THESECOND program is vol
untary. It will be sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Nu and Gamma
Pi Epsilon, the National Jesui
Honor Societies for men and
women. Co-chairmen are Mary
K. Wood and Paul Hill. Five
books will be read during the
school year, beginning with
"Franny and Zoey," by J. D
Salinger.
Two Reading Programs Readied
For Freshmen, Upperclassmen
IN THE SECOND year two
systematic courses will be of-
fered. The first will include the
matter currentlyoffered inphil-
osophy of man and epistemol-
ogy. The last course of the
series, ethics, will be a conden-
THEPROGRAM was present-
ed to the 35 freshmen in order
of their acceptance at S.U. Se-
lection was not based on intel-
lectual ability. Students other
than freshmen will be allowed
to take several of the new
courses at a laterdate.
sation of general and special
ethics. Ethics will be studied
both as a science and a general
theoryof moralbehavior.
rect readings. In the third
course they will study the mod-
ern philosophy of Descartes,
Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Kant,
Hegeland the Existentialists.IN THE FIRST year, the 35
freshmen will begin with read-
ings from Greek philosophers
—
including the pre-Socratics,
Plato, Aristotle and Plotinus.
The second course will centeron
St. Thomas Aquinas. Placed in
historical dimensions, his phil-
osophy will be exploredby di-
To get the word, fashionwise-See F-B First!
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Here's whyyou geta better buy Hj GO BACK IN A BLAZER
at Fahey-Brockman... |n a B|a2e(.Qf Q|ory that js from Fahey.Brockman...The country's going: to" Largest selection of newest fashions, BB
patterns and fabrics in the Northwest blazers...And campus wise F-B is big; on blazers...we have a wide, wide.Extensive range of models and sizes rf B|Mk w||a$ the" Realistic, low prices




rin9 f° yy°Ur CCOmP ete H -ventually... Why not now?...Buy it where the value is best in the" No charge for alterations Northwest-Fahey-Brockman,of course."Best value in each price range *m" Expert, quantity buying from the na- Tfc^B 00
tion's top men's clothing fashioners 100% WOOL BLAZERS... Just Z%
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Registration Procedure
1. Report to the William Pigott Auditorium at tmc time assigned for your registrationnumber.
t. Obtain authorization to register and registration material.
3. Proceed to auditorium and Pill in personal data on all registrationforms.
It. Report to your adviser on the fourth or fifth floor; work out your class schedule on the
FORM PROVIDED IN THIS BOOKLET; OBTAIN YOUR ADVISER'S SIGNATURE ON REGISTRATION FORM.
5. Proceco to third floor via 11th Avenue stairs; obtain class cards in P 353.6. Enter your class scheoule on registration cards, and fill out your class cards completely.
7. Present all forms to Registrar's checkers in room P 3c* for final approval.
8. Report to P 302, present fee card for billingby Treasurer.
9. Proceed to second floor, pay tuition and fees to cashiers, surrendering all documents
except the orange receipt form and class caro admit stubs.
10. Registration completed.
Registration Instructions
REGISTRATION NUMBERS may be obtained by returningyour number request card to the Registrar
before Friday, September 18. No appointment numbers will be issued after this oate.
Registration for returning students who do not report at the assigned time will be
delayed until 3=l^ p.m. on tuesday, september 29, new students who do not report at
their assigned times willnot be permitted to register until after 2:30 p.m. on
Wconesday, September 30. A list of student names and numbers will be posted on
University bulletin boards several days prior to registration. No appointment
numbers will be given over the telephone.
readmission application forms are required of students who have attenoed summer classes
at other institutions. forms may be obtained from the registrar's office, and they
should be completed and returned to the office at least three weeks before registration,
two copies of an official transcript of the work completed during the summer should be
forwarded to this office by the registrar of the school attended.
IN-PERSON REGISTRATION is required of all. Students are to report to the auditorium entrance
of the William Pigott Building within the assigned 15-winute period. Sessions have
been arranged to permit between 70 and students to enter each 15 minutes. students
are asked not to report early.
TUITION AND FEES must be paio to complete registration. Late registrationfees of $10 the
first day, and an additional fee of $1 for every subsequent day to a maximum of $I^,
will be charged students who fail to pay tuition and fees at registration.
adviser forms listing the approved class schedule are not required in advance of registration
for fall quarter. the form contained in the scheoule booklet which you will be oiven
on registration day will be used by your adviser to arrange a class scheoule on that
day. Registration cards must be filled out with a ballpointpen. Students without
one may purchase it for 35^ insioe the wllliam plgott auditorium.
THE CLASS SCHEOULE BOOKLET will be needed by each student to mnd classrooms since registration
FORMS DO NOT PROVIDE SPACE FOR ROOM NUMBERS. WHEN GIVEN THIS SCHEDULE ON REGISTRATION
DAY, STUDENTS SHOULD RETAIN IT UNTIL THEY BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THEIR CLASSROOM LOCATIONS.
CLASS ADMIT CARDS, pre-coded with course number and section, are issued for each class. Fill
CARDS IN COMPLETELY AND BE ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN THAT YOU HAVE OBTAINED THE CORRECT CARO
FOR EACH CLASS. Check CAREFULLY TO SEE THAT SECTION LETTERS CORRESPOND WITH THE HOUR
LISTEO FOR THAT CLASS IN THC SCHEDULE BOOKLET. CLASS CARDS WILL BE COLLECTED OUTSIDE
THE CASHIER'S WINDOW AS SOON AS TUITION AND FEES ARE PAIO. CLASS ADMIT STUBS WILL BE
RETURNED TO THC STUDENT, WHO PRESENTS THE STUB TO THE INSTRUCTOR. BE CERTAIN YOU HAVE
OBTAINED THE CORRECT CLASS CARDS.
COURSE CHANGES
-
Once students obtain class cards and enter courses on registration cards,
no further adjustments arc permitted on registration day. to change class oft section,
obtain the official change of class card from the registrar, beginning thursday,
October 1. Course and section changes will be permitted only with approval of the
student's adviser and on payment of the change fee.
BuildingCode
Ba Thomas J. Barman Building P William Pigott Building
Bu Buhr Hall PTU Providence Teaching Unit
E Engineering Building (Providence Hospital)
EH English House S Old Science Building
LA Liberal Arts Building SU Student Union Suildin.





New Students Monday September 28
Orientation
-
Transfer Stuoents Wednesday September 30
Registration * Returning Students* Tuesday September 29
Registration
-
New Students* Wednesday September 30
Classes begin . Thursday October 1
Last day to register, add or change a class Wednesday October 7
Mass of the Holy Spirit Wedncsoay October I>t
Last day to remove incompletes and withdraw with 'W' Friday October 30
Mid-Quarter Examinations Monday, Tuesday November 2, 3
Admissions Day
-
No classes Wednesday November 11
Thanksgiving Holidays
-
No classes Thursday, Friday November 26, 27
Last day to withdraw with 'PW' Tuesday December 1
Immaculate Conception
-
No classes Tuesday December 8
Final Examinations Thursday, Friday December 17. 18
THE ABOVE ARE FINAL DATES. Change, withdrawal, or incomplete removal cards must be received
by the Treasurer's Office prior to "* :30: 30 on these days; they are not accepted after that time.
"REGISTRATION IS BY APPOINTMENT NUMBER ONLY. Returning students who fail to obtain an
appointment number before friday, september 18, willnot be permitted to register until
after 3:15 p.m. on Tuesday, September 29. New students without appointment numbers will
register after 2:30 p.m. on wednesday, september 30. tuition must be paid on registration





Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1964
CourseNo.Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room Instructor
Art
ART ]01 A INTRODUCTION TO ART
APT 111 A HTSTORY OF ART
ART 121 A DRAWING
ART 121 B DRAWING
ART 131 A DESIGN
ART 131 B DESIGN
ART 321 A ADVANCED DRAWING
APT 331 A LETTERING + OESIGN
ART 346 A PAINTING
ART 351 A SCULPTURE
ED 351 A BASIC ARTS ♥CRAFTS


























FR H A VACHON
FR M A VACHON
MR N J DAMASCUS
MR M T HERARD
MR N J DAMASCUS
MR M T HERARD
MR N J DAMASCUS
MR M T HERARD
MR N J DAMASCUS
MR M T HERARD
DAMASCUS " HERARD
MR M T HERARD
Biology
BL 132 A ANATOMY-NURSING
8L 132 A LAB
BL I32 B ANATOMY-NURSING
BL 132 B LAB
BL 132 C ANATOMY
BL 132 C LAP
HL I32 D ANATOMY
3L I32 D L AB
HL 132 E ANATOMY
BL 132 E LAB
RL 132 F ANATOMY



















OR D W BOISSEAU
DR D W BOISSEAU
DR 0 W BOISSEAU
DR 0 W BOISSEAU
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
OR G A SANTISTEBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
OR G A SANTISTEBAN
BL 205 A INTRO BIOLOGY
RL 205 A LAB
BL 20*5 B INTRO BIOLOGY
BL 205 0 LAB
BL 211 A GEN SCI-EDUC ONLY










DR P P COOK
OR P P COOK
DR R A NEVE
DR R A NEVE
FR L A SCHMID
FR L A SCHMIO
BL 302 A LAO
BL 321 A RACTFRIOLOGY







DR G A SANTISTtBAN
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
FR L A SCHMID
FR L A SCHMID
BL 405 A ENTOMOLOGY
BL 405 A LAB
BL 451 A CELL PHYSIOLOGY
8L 451 A L*B
BL 491 A SPECIAL TOPICS
BL 49) B SPECIAL TOPICS
BL 491 C SPFC I*L TOPICS
BL 491 D SPEClAL TOPICS
BL 491 F SPECIAL TOPICS-EDuC
BL 491 M SPEC TOPICS-HONORS
DL 494 A SFMINAR
RL 497 A RESEARCH
BL 497 B RESEARCH


















DR P P COOK
DR P P COOK
DR R A NEVE
DR R A NEVE
DR P P COOK
DR R A NEVE
3R G A SANTISTEBAN
FR L A SCHMID
OR R A NEVF
DP R A NFVF
STAFF
DR P P COOK
DR R A NEVE
DR G A SANTISTEBAN
FR i_ A SCHMID
Chemistry
CH lO| A GEN CHFM FOR NURSES
CH 101 A 1.48
CH |o=i A CHFM CALCULATIONS 1
CH )3<i. P CHtM CALCULATIONS 1
<"H Ml A GFNFRAL INORGANIC 1
CH ll] A L^
CH |\1 A GENFRAL INORGANIC I
CH ||a A LAb
CH ||4 B GENERAL INORGANIC 1
CH 114 H LAM
CH ||4 C GFNTRAL INORGANIC 1




















DR D H READ
OR D H READ
FR C A MARSHALL





DP B M STECKLER
DR B M STECKLER
OR « R CARMODY
DR W R CARMODY
CH ;>!= A ORGANIC ChFMI$TRY 1
CH PJS A LAH
CH 334 A ANALYTICAL CHFM I
CH 624 A LAR
CH 3^5 A PHVS ♥ THEOB CHEM
CH 135 A LAH
C^ 416 A ADV ORGANIC CHEM

















DR B M STfeCKLFR
DR B M STKCKLER
r*H W R CARMODv
DR W R CARMODY
FR E P BERT IN
FR E P BEPTIN
OR D H READ





NUMBER TIME NUMBER TIME
1
-




















625 9=I*s TO 10:00 1626 - 1750
626
-




- 875 10:15 TO 10:30 1876 - 2000
876
-























Students who do not have reservations
-




NUMBER TIME NUMBER TIME
1
-





il*o 9:00 TO 9:15 701
-
770lil - 210 9:15 to 9:30 771 - BUo
811
-




















560 10:30 TO 10:1*5 1121 - 1190
561
-









All students without appointments
-
2:30 to 3:30
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1964THE SPECTATOR
Schedule: English toMusic
8
roursejurseNo Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room Instructor10.
English 101A-470
FN |0
, t COMPOSITION 1 5 8-9 DAILY U« 210 MR X 6 MACLEAN
FN |01 H COMPOSITION 1-CORE 5 8-9 DAILY LA 222 «O5 M M RIDGE
FN 101 C COMPOSITION I 5 6-P DAILY LA 223 MP F D PATRICK
EN ,01 D COMPOSITION I 5 9-10 OAILY E 101 FR F J GREENE
FN IUI E COMPOSITION I-COHE 5 9-10 DAILY LA 220 MRS M M RIDGE
EN 101 F COMPOSITION 1 5 9-10 OA|LY LA 223 MR F D PATRICK
FN 101 G COMPOSITION 1 5 9-10 DAILY Bu 403 MR T M GRANT
EN 101 M COMPOSITION I-CORE 5 9-10 DAILY LA 210 MR w TAYLOR
FN |01 I COMPOSITION 1 5 10-11 DAILY LA 220 MR X D MACLEAN
FN 101 J COMPOSITION I-CORE 5 10-11 OAILY P 153 MR E B SPIERS
FN 101 X COMPOSITION 1 5 10-11 DAILY LA 223 FR F
P HARRISON
FN 101 L COMPOSITION 1-COHE 5 10-11 DAILY LA 210 MR V TAYLOR
FN 101 M COMPOSITION 1 5 11-12 DAILY LA 223 MR T M GRANT
rN ,01 N COMPOSITION 1 5 11-12 DAILY LA 220 MR X 0 MACLEAN
FN 101 O COMPOSITION 1-CORE 5 11-12 DAILY P 153 MR E H SPIERS
FN ,01 P COMPOSITION 1-CORE 5 11-12 DAILY LA 210 MR J B MONDA
fN 101 O COMPOSITION 1 5 12-1 OAILY LA 205 MR D C MEYER
FN 101 a COMPOSITION 1 5 12-1 DAILY LA 220 STAFF
FN 101 S COMPOSITION 1-CORE 5 1-2 DAILY LA 205 MR J B MONDA
EN 101 T COMPOSITION I 5 I-i OAILY LA 220 MR T M GRANT
FN 101 v COMPOSITION 1 5 2-3 DAILY LA 205 MR D C MEYER
FN 101 V COMPOSITION I 5 2-3 OAILY LA 204 STAFF
FN 101 W COMPOSITION 1 5 3-4 DAILY LA 204 STAFF
fn 101 X COMPOSITION 1 5 3-4 DAILY LA 205 MR D C MEYER
EN 10? A COMPOSITION 2 5 12-1 DAILY LA 204 MRS M M RIDGE
EN 164 A BEOWULF-WORDSWORTH 5 9-10 DAfLY LA 224 no H A DAVISON
EN 164 B BF.OWULF-wOROSwORTH 5 10-11 DAILY LA 222 OR L F STORM
EN 16« C BEOWULF-WORDSWORTH 5 1-2 DAILY LA 119 OR R A DAVISON
EN 16* D BEOWULF-WORDSWOKTH 5 2-3 DAILY LA 117
MR E H SPIERS
EN 165 A WORDSWORTH-PRESENT 5 9-10 DAILY P 551 DH J O SPRAOLEY
EN 165 B WOROSWOHTH-PRESENT 5 11-12 DAILY LA 224 OR J O SPRADLEY
EN 165 C WORDSWORTH-PRESENT 5 12-1 DAILY LA 222 MR W TAYLOR
EN 165 D WOROSWOKTH-PRFSENT 5 1-2 DAILY LA 117 DR T J MCINERNEY
FN ISO A VOCABULARY BUILOING 3 1-2 M-w-F LA 12« DR R P MICKEY
EN 201 A* WORLD LITFRATURE 5 12-1 DAILY LA 124 DR R P MICKEY
EN 28!) A" GREAT AMER AUTHRS 1 5 9-10 DAILY LA 222 DR T J MCINERNEY
FN 290 A»* GHFAT AMEH AUTHHS 2 5 10-11 DAILY LA 224 OR R A OAVISON
EN 307 A HISTORY ENG LANO 5 9-10 DAILY LA 119 DR R P MICKEY
EN 312 A MIDDLE ENGLISH 5 9-10 DAILY LA 117 FR R J CARMOOY
EN 336 A SHAKESPEARE-TRAG 5 11-12 OAILY LA 124 FH R J CARMODY
EN 343 A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 5 11-12 DAILY LA 320 DR L F STORM
EN 380 A AMERICAN LIT-FICT 5 10-11 OAILY LA 320 OR T J MCINERNEY
EN 420 A NINETtfNTH CENTURY 5 10-11 OAILY P 455 MR J B MONDA
EN 43*5 A VICTORIAN LIT 5 10-11 DAILY P 303 DR D A DOWNES
FN 450 A CONTEMPORARY LIT 5 11-12 DAILY BU 402 MR F 0 PATRICK
fn 455 A ENGLISH FICTION 5 8-9 DAILY P 451 DR J O SPRADLFY
EN 470 A MODERN DRAMA 5 9-10 DAILY P 153 OH D A DOWNES
CORE-THE EN 101 CLASSES MARKED -CORE ARE PILOT CLASSES OFFERED IN PREPARATION
FOR THE FALL 1965 ENGLISH CORE CURRICULUM REVISION. STUDENTS MAY BE
SCHEDULED FOP THESE CLASSES AT RANDOM HY ANY ADVISER. FOR THE STUOENT
NORMALLY EXEMPT FROM EN 101" THIS CORE CLASS WILL BE EOUIVALENT To EN 102.
FOR OTHER STUDENTS. THE EN 101 CORE CLASS IS EOUIVALENT TO EN 101.
"EN 201 MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE EN 165 REQUIREMENT.
""EN 280. EN 290. AMERICAN SURVEYS. ALSO ANTICIPATE THE CORE REVISION. EITHER
MAY BE ELECTED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR EN 165. EITHER EN 280 OR EN 290 ARE
PREREQUISITES FOR THE UPPER DIVISION EN 380.
History
HS 10] A WORLD CIV TO 1000 5 1-2 DAILY B* 102 *"*" < « HARMON
MS 102 A WORLD CIV 1000-1789 5 2-3 DAILY 6A 102 OR W B JOHNSON
HS 103 A WORLD CIV 1789-PRES 5 12-1 DAILY BA 102 MR J E PARRY
MS 103 B WORLD CIV 1789-PRES 5 3-« DAILY BA 102 DR W B JOHNSON
MS 131 A HIST OF U S TO 1865 5 12-1 DAILY LA 123 FR G G STECKLER
MS 153 A RFPUB LATIN AMERICA 5 2-3 OAILY LA 123 OR T E OOWNEY
HS 191 A FAR EAST TO 1800 5 12-1 DAILY LA 119 MO A Q MANN
MS 307 A EUROPE 1303-1517 5 10-11 DAILY E 111 MR J E PARRY
HS 33| A ENGLISH COL TO 1789 5 8-9 DAILY LA 20* FR G G STECKLER
HS 340 A HIST PAC NORTHWEST 3 4-6 W P 40 1 STAFF
MS 351 A HISTORY OF MEXICO 5 11-12 DAILY LA 319 DR T E DOWNEY
MS 361 A ENGLAND TO 1485 5 9-10 DAILY P 303 FR R I BRADLEY
HS 397 A HIST OF MOD JAPAN 5 9-10 DAILY LA 124 MR A B MANN
HS 499 A INVEST SPEC TOPICS 5 11-12 DAILY BU 409 MR C R HARMON
Home Economics
HF. lid A PRIN OF FOOD PREP 5 8-9 M-w-F P 303 MRS V S CLAYTON
MF 110 A \_AH 8-10 T-TH S 11 MRS V S CLAYTON
HE 160 A CLOTH SELEC ♥CONST 5 10-11 M-w-F LV 101 MISS E M MARTIN
HE ltd A LA9 10-12 T-TH LV 101 *ISS E M MARTIN
ME 2^o A NUTRITION 5 11-12 DAILY LA 219 MRS V 5 CLAYTON
MF T3O A« HOME F.CON MFTMODS 2 ARwANGED MISS E « MARTIN
MF. 131 A* HOME ECON MFTHODS 2 ARRANGED MRS V S CLAYTON
Mff 360 A TAILORING 5 B-9 M-w-F LV 101 MISS E M MARTIN
MF 36(' A LAR 8-10 T-TH LV 101 MISS E M MARTIN
HF 497 A UNDFQGRAD RESEARCH ARRANGED STAFF
"HF 330 AND HE 331 MUST BE TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY.
Humanities
MU 101 A Mum St* INAR-THOUGHT 6 9-10 M-w-F HONORS I STAFF
MU 111 A MUM S£M|NAR-LIT 4 10-11 T-TH HONORS 1 FR T L OBRIEN
MU \ZI A HUM SEMINAR-HISTORY 2 3-4 . MONORS 1 FR P 1 BRAOLEY
hu 131 A MUM SFMINAR-SCIENCF 4 3-4 T-TH HONORS 1 DR H KINERK
mv ?Cl A HUM SEMINAR-THOUGHT 6 10-11 M-w-F HONORS 2 FR E W MORTON
MU 211 A HUM SLMINAR-LIT 4 3-4 T-TH HONORS 2 FR F P HARRISON
MU ?2t A MUM SEMINAR-HISTORY 2 3-4 w HONORS 2 FR G G STECKLF.R
My 231 A HUM SEMINAR-SCIENCE 4 l?-ll T HONORS 2 DR H KINF.PK
HU ?3| A LAB 9-10 TH DR H KINERK
Journalism
JR POO A FUND OF JOURNALISM 3 10-11 M-w-F P 355 MR J R TALEVICH
Jp CJ3 A ADVERT PRIN ♥ PRACT 3 10-1I M-w-F P 456 STAFF
JR 345 A LAW OF ThF PRESS 3 11-12 M-w-F ARRANGED STAFF
JQ «7C A PUBLJCAT WORKSHOP 1 1 1-2 F SPECTATOR FR F J GREENE
JR 470 B PURLICAT wOPKSHOP 1 1 1-2 F AEGIS MR J P TALFVICH
iourseDurseNo.Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room10 Instructor
Language
FR 101 A* FRENCH LANGUAGE 1 3 8-9 OAILV LA 212
FR 101 B* FRENCH LANGUAGE 1 5 9-10 DAILY LA 212
FR 101 C FRENCH LANGUAGE 1 5 11-12 DAILY LA 212
FR 103 A FRENCH LANGUAGE 3 5 8-10 PM T-Th LA 202
FR 204 A FRENCH LANGUAGE 4 « 8-9 DAILY LA 202
FR 204 B FRENCH LANGUAGE 4 5 9-10 DAILY LA 202
FR ?04 C FRENCH LANGUAGE 4 3 10-11 DAILY LA 202
FR 204 O FRFNCH LANGUAGE 4 5 11-12 DAILY LA 202
FR ?04 F FRENCH LANGUAGE 4 5 12-1 DAILY LA 202
FR 204 F FRENCH LANGUAGE 4 3 12-1 DAILY LA 212
FR 307 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
FR 306 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
FR 309 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
FR 310 A FRENCH LYRIC POETRY 10-11 DAILY LA 212
VR M MARINONI
MRS G L MARCHAND
MR M MAR INONI
STAFF
FR F JLOGAN
FR F J LOGAN
FR W E ARMSTRONG
FR W E ARMSTRONG
FR F J LOGAN




MRS G L MARCHAND
GK 101 A GREEK LANGUAGE 1 5 9-10 OAILY LA 211
GK 204 A GREEK LANGUAGE 4 5 8-9 DAILY LH
FR F X BISCIGLIA
FR F X BISC IGLIA
GR 101* A GERMAN LANGUAGE I 3 8-9 DAILY LA 205
GR 204 A GFRMAN LANGUAGE 4 3 10-11 DAILY LA 205
GR 204 B GERMAN LANGUAGE 4 5 11-12 OAILY LA 205
GR 307 A SUPERVISED .STUDY ARRANGED LH
GR 308 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
GR 309 A SUPERVISED STUOV ARRANGED LH
GR 310 A GERMAN LYRIC POETWV 9-10 DAILY LA 205
MR F J PFISTER
STAFF




MR F J PFISTER
LT 101 A LATIN LANGUAGE 1 5 10-11 DAILY LA 211
LT 204 A LATIN LANG 4 5 8-9 DAILY LA 211
LT 307 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
LT 308 A SUPFRVISEO STUDY ARRANGEO LH
LT 309 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH






FR F X BISC IGLIA
SP |01=> A SPANISH LANGUAGE 1 5 8-9 DAILY LA 203
SP 101* B SPANISH LANGUAGE I 5 1-2 DAILY LA 203
SP 103 A SPANISH LANGUAGE 3 5 6-8 PM T-TH LA 203
SP 204 A SPANISH LANGUAGE 4 5 10-11 DAILY LA 203
SP 204 6 SPANISH LANGUAGE 4 5 11-12 DAILY LA 203
SP 204 C SPANISH LANGUAGE 4 5 12-1 DAILY LA 203
SP 307 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
SP 308 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
SP 309 A SUPERVISED STUDY ARRANGED LH
SP 310 A MISPAN LYRIC POETRY 9-10 DAILY LA 203
SP 313 A HISPANIC NOVEL 0-9 DAILY LH
MR C L ABELLO
MR C M MENOIZABAL
STAFF
MR C L ABELLO
MR C M MENDIZABAL




MR C L ABELLO
FR R B SAENZ
"FOR STUDENTS SELECTED BY LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT HEAD.
Mathematics
MT 101 A iNTtPMED ALGEBRA 5 8-9 DAILY P 353
"T 101 B INTt"RM£D ALGEBRA 5 10-11 DAILY BA 301
MT 101 C INT ALGtLWfi 5 12-1 OA |LV BA 404
MT 11C A TRIGONOMETRY 3 9-10 M-w-F BA 402
MT 110 B TRir.ONOMFTRY 3 10-11 M-w-F BA 207
MT IIC C TRIGONOMETRY 3 12-1 M-*-F BA 201
W T 111 A COLLEGE ALGEBRA 5 9-10 DAILY BA 404
MT 111 c COLLFGF ALGFBRA 5 10-11 DAILY BA 201
MT 111 C COLLEGE AIGEERA 5 12-1 DAILY BA 403
MT ll* A ELEM CCMPuTFR PROGR 2 11—12 T-TH BA 501
**T 131 A CALC ♥ ANAL GEOM 1 5 6-9 DAILY 8A 403
MT 131 D CALC + ANAL GEOM 1 5 11-12 DAILY BA 404
MT 132 A CALC ♥ANAL GEOM 2 3 8-9 DAILY BA 404
VT 132 I CALC ♥ ANAL GEOM 2 5 11-12 DAILY BA 207
MR C C CHANG
MR F J SMEDLEY
Mw F J SMEOLEV
MR D W HARDY
MR C C CHANG
MR A L YANDL
DR B R TOSKEY
DR M B TURNER
MR 0 W HARDY
STAFF
DR M B TURNER
DB T S CHIHARA
PR T S CHIHARA
MR A L YANDL
WT ?14 A PRIN OF DIGIT COMP 3 9-IO M-W -F BA 401
MT 231 A CALC + ANAL GEOM 3 0 8-9 DAILY BA 207
MT 232 A CALC + ANAL GFOM 4 3 B-9 M-W-F BA 202
MT 34| A FLFM DIFF EQUATIONS 5 11-12 DAILY BA 301
MT 4l| A INTRO MOD ALGEBRA 1 3 11-12 DAILY BA 403
MT 4<>l A ALGFBRA ♥ANALYSIS 9-10 M-W-F HA 403
MT 411 0 SPECIAL TOPICS ARRANGED
«T 4^| C SPECIAL TDPICS ARHANGEO
STAFF
MR 0 W HARDY
OR B R TOSKEY
MR C C CHANG
DR 6 H TOSKEY
MR A L YANDL
DP T S CHIHARA
DR MB TURNER
Military Science
MS 101 A MILITARY SCIENCE 2 9-10 M-F BU 410
MS 101 h MILITARY SCIENCE 2 9-10 T-TH BU 410
>M 101 C MILITARY SCIENCE 2 10-11 M-F" 9U 410
M? IC ] O MILITARY SCIENCE ? 10-11 T-TH BU <IO
MS 101 F MILITARY SCIENCF 2 11-12 M-F BU 410
MS 101 F MILITARY SCIENCE ? 11-12 T-TH BU 4|o
H>fi 101 G MILITARY SCIENCE 2 1-2 M-F BU 410









MS ?01 A .MILITARY SCIENCE 2 8-9 M-F SU 2
MS ?C1 H MILITARY SCIENCE 2 8-9 T-TH SU 2
MS 201 C MILITARY SCIENCE 2 9-10 M-F SU 2
MS 201 D MILITARY SCIENCE 2 9-10 T-TH SU 2
MS ROl E m|L |T6HY SCIENCF 2 11-12 T-TH SU 2







MS 3CI A MILITARY SCIENCE 3 9-10 M-F SU I
MS 3CI B MIL IT4RY SCIENCE 3 9-10 T-TH SU 1
MS 3CI C MIL JTARY SCIENCE 3 10-11 M-F SU I t
MS 301 D MILITARY SCIENCE 3 10-11 T-TH SU I
MS 301 E MILITARY SCIENCE 3 11-12 , M-F SU 1







MS 401 A MILITARY SCIfcNCE 3 10-11 T-TH E 114
MS 40] P MILITARY SCIENCE 3 11-12 T-TH E 114





IST PERIOD 740-9 M
2ND PERIOD 740-9 T
3RD PERIOD 740-9 W
4TH PERIOD 11-1230 W
"iTH PERIOD 1-230 W
Music
mv 11C A* VOCAL OR INST MUSIC ARRANGED
Mv 114 A* MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS 1 11-12 M-w-F BU 400
MU 117 A HARMONY 3 5 9-10 DAILY BU «00
Mv 120 A UNIVERSITY DAND 1 73C-BIC T BU 412
My 130 A UNIVERSITY CHOHALE 1 12-1 DAILY BU 412
mv l'»s A* MUSIC APPRECIATION 2 II
-
1.? T-TH BU 400
mv 372 A* MUSIC LIT ♥HISTORY 3 10-11 M-w-F BU 400
Mv 473 A* GRFftT OPFRAS 2 10-11 T-TH BU 400
Mp W M fi-| [N
MR C A PJTZKR
MR C A PITIRR
MR w M aki |N'"* * ■" AKL IN
MR W M AKL IN
"MU 110* 114. 195. 372. 475 HAvL NO PREREQUISITES.
9THE SPECTATOR
Philosophy to Education
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1964
CourseNo.Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room Instructor CourseNo. Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room Instructor
Philosophy
PL 129* A INTPO ANC GK PHILOS 4 1-2 MTTHF LA 20*
PL 191 A INTRO TO LOG IC 3 8-9 M-w-F P 3C2
PL |H1 R INTPO TO LOGIC 3 9-10 M-w-F p 302
PL 13 1 C INTRO TO LOGIC 3 10-11 M-W-F P 304
PL 181 O INTSO TO LOGIC 3 11*11 M-x-F E 118
PL 181 F INTPO TO LOGIC 3 12-1 M-W-F E 116
PL IUI F INTWC TO LOGIC 3 1-2 M-W-F P 302
PL 161 G INTPC TO LOGIC 3 2-3 M-W-F P 304
PL 181 H INTOC TO LOGIC 3 3-4 M-W-F P 302
FR E W MORTON
FR E J ORUMMONO
FR E J DRUMMOND
fr jp Ryan
FR W to WELLER
FR W W WELLER
F=3 V J HARKINS
FR J P RYAN
FR P B OLEARY
PL ?0\ A PHILOSOPHY OF OF ING 5 8-9 DAILY P 354
PL 2(JI B PHILOSOPHY Of 9EING 5 9-10 DAILY LA 319
PL ?01 C PHILOSOPHY OF LJEING 5 9-1COAII.V P 304
PL 201 D PHILOSOPHY OF fEING 5 10-11 DAILY P 302
PL ?CM c PHILCSOPMY OF HEING 9 11-12 DAILY P 302
PL PCX F PHILOSOPHY OK BEING 5 11-12 OAILY P 304
PL 201 G PHILOSOPHY 0? 3EING 3 1-2 DAILY P 354
FR L JKAUFER
SR GFORGETTA TCSP
FR J P RYAN
SR M ROBERTA OP
SR M ROBERTA OP
FP A M NIGRO
FR A M NIGRO
PL 2*>l A PHILOSOPHY OF MAN 5 8-9 DAILY E 118
PL TSI B PHILOSOPHY OF MAN 5 9-IO DAILY E 118
PL ?^\ C PHILOSOPHY OF MAN 5 10-tl DAILY LA 319,
PL ?51 D PHILOSOPHY OF MAN 5 11-12 DAILY P 401
F(- E M AXFR
FR E M AXER
SR GEORGETTA FCSP
FR L J KAuFER
PL 281 A PHILCS OF Pu«F ACT 3 6-9 M-w-F Bu 412
PL 2&1 « PHILOS OF PuRF ACT 3 9-10 M_fc-F E 111
PL 281 C PHILOS OF PURE ACT 3 10-11 M-w-F LA 117
PL '01 O PHILOS OF PURE ACT 3 11-12 M-w-F F 111
FQ D J REIOY
FR W W WELLER
MR J J TALL AR ICO
FR E M AXCR
PL 30| A GENERAL ETHICS 5 8-9 DAILY LA 319
PL 30| b GENEPAL ETHICS 5 8-9 DAILY P 304
PL 301 C GFNERAL ETHICS 5 10-11 DAILY P 306
PL 301 D GENERAL ETHICS 5 11-12 DAILY 8A 402
FP V J HARKINS
FR M T TOULOUSE
FR F J MCGAPPIGLF
FP J G RUSSY
PL 321 A SPECIAL FTHICS 2 9-10 T-TH E 111
PI 3£l R SPECIAL FTHJCS ?. 11-12 t-th P 334
FR W W WELLEP
FR V J HARK INS
PL 351 A EPISTEMOLOGV 3 9-10 M-w-F P 354
PL 3^l H EPISTEMOLOGY 3 10-11 M-W-F LA 119
PL 351 C EPISTEMOLOGY 3 11-12 M-w-F LA 119
FR L J KAUFER
FU M T TOULOUSE
FP M T TOULOUSE
PL 420 A HIST OF ANC PhIIOS 5 10-lt DAILY P 553
PL 472 A KANT 3 1-4 M P 456
PL 49n A INTfR-DEPT StY I B 1-3 M-w-F P 455
FP A M NIGRO
MR J J TALLARICO
FR J G HUSSY
"PILOT COURSF IN REVISED CORE
-
FOR STUDENTS SELECTED BY PHILOSOPHY
DEPARTMENT HF *D.
Physics
PW I°° * MFCH, HFfIT ♥FLEC 5 9-|0 MTTHF BA 301
DM 10" A LAP 2-5 „ B,307
OH |of, A MECHANICS ♥SOUND 5 8-9 MTTHF BA 402
PH im A LAP 2-5 M BA 307
P" 105 B MECHANICS ♥SOUND 5 8-9 MTTHF BA 402
PH 105 8 LAB 2-5 TH B4307PH 200 A ENGR-MECH ♥SOUND 5 10-11 MTTHF BA 402
PH 200 A LAB 2-5 T BA 307
PH 20C H ENGR-MECH " SOUND 5 10-11 MTTHF BA 002
PH POO B LAB 2-5 F BA 307
PH 201 A ENGP-ELEC ♥HEAT 5 10-11 MTTHF BA 401
PH 201 A LAB 2.5 „ B4306
DR J R ALBERS
OR JR ALBF.RS
MR W BEEZHOLD
DR J R ALBERS
MR w BEEZHOLD
OR J R ALBERS
DR J P TOUTONGHI
DR J P TOUTONGHI
DR J P TOUTONGHI
DR J P TOUTONGHI
FR J J COWGILL
DR S-K KAO
PH 310 A MECHANICS 1 4 1-2 MTTHF BA 403
PH 311 A MECHANICS 2 4 I-2 MTTMF BA 301
PH 320 A THEOMOOVNAMICS 5 8-9 DAILY BA 401PH 375 A NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT 2 2-3 T BA 402
PH 375 A LAB 2-3 TH BA 304
PH 375 B NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT 2 2-3 T BA 402
PH 375 B LAB 2-3 F BA 304
PH 450 A OPTICS 1 4 12-| M-»-F BA 301
PH 45U A LAB 2_5 „ B,30ftPH 485 A THEORETICAL PHVS 1 3 8-9 M-»-F HA 301
PH 491 A SPECIAL TOPICS ARRANGED
DR H KINERK
DR J P TOUTONGHI










PLS 160 A AMERICAN NAT GOVERN 5 12-1 DAILY L* 319
PLS 160 B AMERICAN NAT GOyERN 5 12-1 DAILY LA 219
PLS 160 C AMERICAN NAT GOVERN 5 1-2 DAILY LA 219
PLS 160 D AMFRICAN NAT GOVERN 5 2-3 DAILY LA 219
MR F G SWEENEY
DR G F RUTAN
FR F W OBRIEN
DR R C COLLINS
PLS 224 A POLITICAL PARTIES 5 11-12 DAILY LA ||T
PLS 290 A niPLOM ♥CONS PRACT 5 11-12 DAILY LA 204
PLS 314 A COMP GOVERN-EuROPE 5 8-9 DAILY LA 124
PLS 350 A INTERNATIONAL LAW 5 9-10 DAILY LA 320
PLS 351 A ANCIENT POL I THEORY 5 10-11 DAILY P 452
PLS 460 A PROBS IN AMER GOVER 5 10-11 DAILY BA 501
DP P C COLLINS
DR C S LACUGNA
OR G F RUTAN
DR C S LACUGNA
SR M CHRISTOPHER
FR F w OBRIEN
Psychology
PSY 100 A INTRO PSYCHOLOGY 5 12-1 DAILY P 404
PSY |0o B INTRO PSYCHOLOGY 5 1-2 DAILY P 404
PSY 100 C INTRO PSYCHOLOGY 5 2-3 DAILY P 404
PSY ICO D INTRO PSYCHOLOGY 5 3-4 DAILY P 404
MR T B HAMILTON
DR E W TAYLOR
MR J T REILLY
FR J E ROYCE
PSY ?Cj A STATISTICS 1 3 10-11 M-w-F P 353
PSY 201 B STATISTICS 1 3 11-12 M-w-F P 354
PSY 301 A MIST ♥SCH OF PSYCH 5 10-11 DAILY P 401
PSY 315 A ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 5 9-10 OA|LY P 401
PSY 4CI A EXPER LAB PSYCH 1 5 8-9 M-w-F P 450
PSY 401 A LAB 8-10 T-TH 522
PSY 40] n &XPFP LAR PSYCH 1 g 8-9 M-W-F P 456
PSY 4CI R LAR 1-430 W S 22
PSY 417 A GROUP + INDIV OIFF 5 11-12 M-W-F P 355
PSY 460 A GROUP DYNAMICS 9-10 DAILY P 456
MR T B HAMILTON
OR E V TAYLOR
FR J E ROYCE
FR L GAFFNEY
MR T B HAMILTON
MR T B HAMILTON
ft) T B HAMILTON
MR T 8 HAMILTON
FP L GAFFNEV
DR E W TAYLOR
Sociology
SC 100 A INTRO SOCIOLOGY 5 12-1 DAILY P 305
SC 100 B INTWO SOCIOLOGY 5 1-2 OAILY P 305
SC 100 C INTRO SOCIOLOGY 5 2-3 DAILY P 305
SC |0U D INTRO SOCIOLOGY 5 3-4 DAILY P 305
SC 105 A MODFRN SOCIAL PR0B& 5 12-1 DAILY P 302
DR J R LARSON
OP J R LARSON
DR A VOfjRGLtCH
FR J S HARRINGTON
FP J S HAPPINGTON
SC 201 A SOCIAL STATISTICS 3 10-11 M-w-F P 353
SC 201 c SOCIAL STATISTICS 3 11-12 M-w-F P 354
SC 260 A SOCIOLOGY OF FAMILY 5 11-12 DAILY E 101
SC 375 A INTRO TO SOC WORK 5 8-9 DAILY P 452
SC 390 A COMMUN ♥LIH SOCIET 5 IC-lt DAILY B*J 403
SC 480 A SPEC TOPICS IN SOC 3-5 W P 359
SC 4VI A INDUST SOCIOLOGY 5 10-11 DAILY LV 109
MR T B HAMILTON
DP E W TAYLOR
DR A YOUPGLICH
MRS M M DUPL ICA
FP J S HARRINGTON
OR J R LARSON
OR J R LARSON
Speech
SPh ioc a speech fundamentals 5 9-ic daily bu «i 2
SPH lOC B SPFFCH FUNPAMFNTALS 5 !"-ll DAILY BU 41?
sph ioc c spefch fundamentals 5 11-12 daily bu 412
SPH 100 D SPEECH FUNDAMENTALS 5 1-2 DAILY P 304
SPH 12C A DISCUSSION ♥DEBATE 3 9-10 M-w-F E 110
SPH 150 A INTRO TO THEATRE 5 11-1? OAILY LA 222
SPH 155 A REHEARS + PERF TECH ( ARRANGED
SPH 200 A TUAININO SPKG VOICE 3 12-1 M-w-F P 454
FK J V CONNORS
MR w J DORF. JR
FR J F MCDONNELL
FR J F MCDONNFLL
MR W J DOPE 1JR
FR J V CONNOWS
FR J V CONNORS
MR w J DORE " JR
Theology
TM IIH A JUD-CHPIST OPir. 1 P 9-10 M-F BA 102
TM 1IB p JUD-CHRIST OW IG 1 2 10-11 T-TH LA 123
TM 11H C JUn-CHB|ST ORIG 1 2 10-11 M-F BA 102
TH IIf! O JUD-CHRIST OR1G I 2 11-12 T-TM LA 123
TM Ilfl E JUH-CHPIST OWIG 1 2 1?-1 M-F BA 401
TH lid F JUD-CHRIST OWIG 1 2 I-tI -t T-TH LA 123
FR J W XINO
MR D KILLFN
FR J w KING
MR D KILLEN
FR J W KING
MR D KILLEN
TM \d\j A JUO-CHRIST ORIG 1 2 9-10 T-TH BA 102
TH l?C fi JUD-CHPIST ORIG 1 2 10-11 T-TH BA 102
TH i? 0 C JUT-CHRIST ORIG ] 2 IC-11 M-F LA 123
TH \2O 0 JUD-CHRIST ORIG J 2 11-12 M-F LA 123
TH 120 E JUO-CHBIST ORIG | 2 12-1 T-TH BA 001
FR J W KING
FR J W KING
MR D KILLEN
MR D KILLEN
FR J W KING
TH MO A ANC CHRIST WRIT 1 2 8-9 M-F P 401
TH ?t0 P ANC CHRIST WRIT I 2 9-9 T-TH P 454
th c anc Christ writ i 2 9-10 t-tm la 219
Th Z2L D ANC CHRIST «R IT I 2 9-10 M-F P 503
TH MO F ANC CHRIST »R IT 1 2 10-11 T-TM L* 219
TH ?2J F ANC CHRIST t*R IT 1 2 10-11 T-TH E 118
TH e2<J G ANC CHRIST WRIT 1 2 10-11 M-F LA 124
TM ??T M ANC CHRIST »fl|T | ? 11-12 M-F P 404
TH pfQ | ANC CHRIST WRIT 1 2 11-12 T-TH E 118
TH ??0 J ANr CHRIST WRIT 1 ? 12-1 M-F LA 224
TH k ANr CHRIST WRIT I 2 I2-1 T-TH LA 224
T-* ?3?* A MARRIAGE r,uiD-MFN 2 10—11 T-TM BA 201
TH <r33* 3 MARRIAGE GuID-WOMEN ? 11-12 T-TH BA 201
FR R J FGAN
FR J FEARON OP
FR R J EGAN
FP. J FEARON OP
FR R J EGAN
FB J FEARON OP
FR J FEARON Oo
FR R J EGAN
FR J FEAPON OP
FR J FEARON OP
FR R J EGAN
FR G E TONER
FR G E TONEP
TH 320**A CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 6-9 T-TM BA 202
Th 3?3**H CHRISTIAN WISOOM 1 2 9-10 T-TM BA 202
TH %tQ C CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 B-9 M-F BA 501
TH 320 D CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 8-9 T-TH BA 501
TH MO E CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 9-10 T-TH BA 501
TH 320 F CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 I1-1i" M-F P 454
TM 320 G CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 11-12 T-TH P 454
TH l? 3 m CHRISTIAN WISDOM 1 2 11-12 T-TM BA 401
FR C J OLEARY
FR C J OLEARV
FR W F LEkOUX
FR W F LEROUK
FR W F LEROUX
FR F J LINDEKUGEL
FR F J L INDEKUGEL
FR W F LEROUX
TH 4^ A SACRAMFNTAL LIFE 1 2 9-10 M-F BU 409
TH «20 B SACRAMENTAL L IFE I 2 9-10 T-TH P 451
TM *2'J C SACRAMENTAL LIFE 1 2 10-11 M-F BU 409
TM 420 D SACRAMENTAL LIFE 1 Z 10-11 T-TH P 451
TH a£u E SACRAMFNTAL LIFE I 2 12-1 M-F LA 223
FP A T BRADY
FP L J ROBINSON OP
FR A T BRADY
FR L J ROBINSON OP
FR A T BRADY
TH *30 A SACRAMFNTAL LIFE 2 2 9-10 T-TM BA 20T
TH 430 H SACRAMENTAL LIFF 2 2 10-11 T-TH BA 207
TH 43C C SACRAMFNTAL LIFE 2 2 12-1 T-TH LA 223
TH <t4Q A SPEC TOPICS-NURSFS 2 6-8 T P 404
FR A T BRADY
FR A T BRADY
FR A T BRADY
FR L A SAUVAIN
"ELECTIVE CREDIT ONLY,
""HISTORICAL APPROACH FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE A GRAOE POINT AVERAGEOF 3.00 OR ABOVE.
Commerce & Finance
CF 101 A PRIN OF ECONOMICS 1 5 9-10 DAILY P 305
CF |0l 8 PRIN OF ECONOMICS 1 5 10-11 DAILY P 404
CF ICI C PRIN OF ECONOMICS 1 5 1-2 DAILY P 401
CF 102 A PRIN OF ECONOMICS 2 5 11-12 DAILY P 305
CF 11C A BUSINESS LAW 1 5 9-10 OAILY P 361
CF 110" BUSINESS LAW 1 5 11-12 DAILY P 352
CF 116 A PEC |NNINT. SHORTHAND 4 11-12 DAILY P 451
CF 120 A BEGINNING TYPFWRIT 3 IC-11 DAILY P 405
CF 130 A PRIN ACCOUNTING 1 5 10-11 DAILY P 351
CF 130 B PRIN ACCOUNTING 1 5 1-2 DAILY P 351
CF 131 A PRIN ACCOUNTING 2 5 8-9 DAILY P 351
MR C W ALBERNI
FR J L CORRIGAN
OR M M OAVIES
MP C W ALBFRNI
MR R A PETERSON
MR R A PETERSON
MISS A M CORCORAN
MR J A SUVER
FR A C EARL
MR T J ROSS
FR A C EARL
CF 215 A BUSINESS WRITING 3 9-10 M-W-F P **l
CF 21fc A OFFICE MACHINES 2 8-9 T-TH P 433
CF 218 A OFFICE ORGANIZATION 3 8-9 M-W-F P 455
CF 250 A BUSINESS STATISTICS 5 9-10 DAILY P 353
CF 260 A MONFY ♥BANKING 5 10-11 DAILY P 354
CF ?75 A CORPORATION FINANCE 5 9-10 DAILY P 453
MISS A M CORCORAN
MR J A SUVER
MR J A SUVER
MR G G PATELL I
DR M M DAVIES
DR X 01BEE
CF )tG A PRIN OF MANACFMFNT 5 11-12 DAILY P 351
CF 315 A INTRO TO MARKET ING 5 10-11 DA ILY P 454
CF 318 A INTERM ACCOUNTING 1 5 11-12 DAILY P 353
CF 320 A INVEST ♥SFCUR AnAl 5 11-12 DAILY P 452
CF 327 A MARKET COMMuNICAT 3 8-9 M-w-F P 306
MR D J MANNING
DR W R CLEVINGER
MP T J ROSS
DR X 0 1BEE
OR W R CLEVINGER
CF 430 A MARKFTING RESEARCH 3 11-12 M-W-F P 303
CF 455 A HIST ECON THOUGHT 3 8-9 M-w-F P 352
CF <.6C A BUSINESS CYCLES 5 9-10 DAILY P 352
CF 485 A FEDERAL INCOME TAX 5 9-10 DAILY P 306
CF *.86 A ADV ACCT PROBLEMS 1 3 11-12 M-w-F P 306
CF 488 A ADV ACCT PROBLEMS 3 2 11-12 T-TM P 306
CF 497 A BUS POLICY ♥ORG 5 8-10 T-TM P 154
CF 407 B BUS POLICY + ORG 5 10-12 T-TM P 154
DR W R CLEVINGER
DR M M DAVIES
FR J L CORRIGAN
MR T J ROSS
MR G G PATELL I
MR G G PATELL I
MR D J MANNING
DR P A VOLPE
Education
FD 101 A INTRO TO EDUCATION 3 8-9 M-W-F P 454
ED ICI B INTRO TO EDUCATION 3 9-10 M-w-F P 454
DR R J ROUSSEVE
DR R J ROUSSEVE
FD 322 A DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH 5 8-9 DAILY P 404
FO SZZ 8 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH 5 9-IC DAILY P 404
ED 325 A PSYCM OF LEARNING 5 8-9 DAILY P 453
FD 325 B PSYCM OF LEARNING 5 10-11 DAILY P 453
FO "»3C* A PPIN OF TEACHING 10-11 M-W-F P 551
FD Ml* A HIRFCT OBSERVATION 2 10-11 T-TM P 551
FO >3?» A AUDIO VISUAL AIDS 2 11-12 T-TM P 551
ED 3 it A READING METhOD-ELEM 3 11-12 M-W-F P *51
ED 340 A ARITHMETIC METHODS 3 9-10 M-w-F P 452
TO 351 A rIASIC ARTS * CRAFTS 3 11-12 M-W-F P 503
ED 372 A *ORLD GEOGRAPHY 5 8-9 OAILY P 551
SR ROSE AMATA FCSP
SR ROSE AMATA FCSP
FR J B MCGOLDRICK
FR J B MCGOLDRICK
DR R X OBRIEN
DR P X OBRIEN
OR H X OBRIEN
M|SS M C PIRRUNC.
MISS B A OOLLARO
DAMASCUS + HERARD
MR w A PELTON
ED 430 A LANGUAGE ARTS-ELEM 2 4-6 M P 551
FD 430 B LANGUAGE ARTS-ELEM 2 4-6 W P 551
FO 430 C SOCIAL STUDIES-ELEM 2 4-6 T P 551
43'; D SOCIAL STUDIF.S-FLEM 2 4-6 TM P 551
ED 431 A SOCIAL STUDIES-SFC 2 4-6 W P 454
TO 43? A CADFT Tfc ACMING-FLEM ARRANGED DA ILY
FD 43*l A CADFT TEACH ING-SEC ARRANGED DA |LV
MISS M C PIRRUNG
MISS M C PIRRUNG
MR W A PELTON
MR W A PELTON
MR M J KOML
STAFF
STAFF
"THESE COURSES MUST BE TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY.
10 THE SPECTATOR
Conclusion of Class Schedule
Tuesday,Aug. 25, 1964






















TEACH TEAM SPORTS 3 10-1I M-W-F P 451 MR B KOCH
TEACHING AQUATICS 2 9-10 T-TH VMCA MR L PURCELL
SWIMMING-WOMEN 1 10-11 T-TH YMCA MR L PURCELL
BADMINTON-WOMEN 1 9-10 T-TH GYM STAFF
VOLLEYBALL-WOMEN 1 10-1I T-TH GYM "STAFF
FIELD HOCKEY-WOMEN 1 11-12 T-TH GYM MISS C GREEN
SWIMMING-MEN 1 10-11 T-TH YMCA MR L PURCELL
BADMINTON-MEN 1 9-10 T-TH GYM MR H KOCH
VOLLEYBALL-MEN 1 10-11 T-TH GYM MR 6 KOCH











ORG ♥AOMIN OF P E 3 9-10 M-W-F P 593 MR B KOCH
HEALTH + P E-ELEM 3 11-1230 T-TH P 435 MR T PAGE
HEALTH ♥P E-SEC 3 11-12 M-w-F P 455 MISS C GREEN
ANATOMY ♥PHYSIOL 3 11-12 M-W-F P 456 MR T PAGE






















ENGINEER PROBLEMS 3 9-10 M-W-F E 114 MR F J SMEDLEy
ENGINEER PROBLEMS 3 10-11 M-W-F E 114 MM W J PURCELL
ADVANCED SURVEYING 4 11-12 M-W-F E 115 MR E J HALDINGER
LAB 2-6 M P 304 MR E J BAIDINGER
STRENGTH OF MAT I 3 12-1 M-W-F E 101 MR w J PuRCELL
FLUID MECHANICS 1 3 8-9 M-W-F E 114 DR R W OKEY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 4 10-11 MTTHF E 110 MR E J BALDINGER
SEWAGE TREATMENT 3 10-11 M-W-F E US DR R W OKEY
REINFORCED CONCRETE 4 8-9 M-W-F E 110 MR R P ST GERMAIN




























ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 1 3 9-10 M-W-F BA 207 MR B P GAGE
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS I 3 9-10 M-W-F BA 201 MR w P HARTHILL
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 4 3 9-10 M-w-F BA 202 MR w W COOLEV
ELECTRIC CIRC LAB 2 2-3 W BA 202 MR W W COOLEY
LAB 2-6 TH BA 203 MR W W COOLEY
FIFLOS ♥LINES 1 3 11-12 M-W-F BA 202 MR B P GAGE
ELECTRONICS 2 3 8-9 M-W-F BA 201 DR R L TURNER
ELECTRONICS LAB 2 2-3 M BA 202 DR R L TURNER
LAB 2-6 T BA 204 OR R L TURNER
ELECTRONICS LAB 2 2-3 M BA 202 DR R L TURNER
LAB 2-6 W BA 204 MR W P HARTHILL
ENERGY CONVERSION 1 3 10-11 M-W-F BA 201 FR F P WOOD




























ENGINEER DBAWING I 2 2-4 M-TH E 110 MR ■ J HENRY
ENGINEER. DBAUING 1 2 2-4 T-F E 110 MR w J HENRY
MECM 2 ♥DYNAMICS 5 1-2 DAILY E 118 MR J G AVERY
PROP OF MATERIALS 3 3 10-11 M-W-F E 101 DR D w SCHROEDER
MECHANISMS 3 10-11 M-B-F E 118 DR L A FILLERPOKER PLANTS I 3 9-10 M-W-F E lIS MR S B ROBEL
MECH ENGR LAB 2 11-5 w El MR S B ROBEL
MECH ENGO LAB 2 11-5 Th El MR S B BOBEL
MACHINE DESIGN 2 3 8-10 T-TH E 110 MR B F VIGGEBS
EXP STRESS ANALYSIS 3 1-5 M E 113 MR R F VIGGERS
HEAT ♥MASS TRANS I 3 11-12 M-W-F E 114 MR s B ROBEL
LINEAR SYSTEMS ANAL 3 8-9 M-w-F E 115 MB R F vIGGEBS
SEMINAR 1 1 IJ.! t-TH E 115 MR H MAJORS. JR

























FOUNO OF NURSING 3 1-? M-w-F LA 319 STAFF
MED-SURG NURSING 10 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
MED-SURG NURSING 10 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
MATERNAL CHILD NURS 10 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 10 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
HFALTH TEACHING 3 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
PRIN OF ADMINIS 4 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
CLINICAL NURSING 6 ARRANGED P T U STAFF
PUB HEALTH ORG+PROC, 3 ARRANGEO P T U STAFF
SCI PRIN IN NURSING 3 ARRANGED U OF WASH STAFF
COMM MlTm NuRS PR IN 3 ARRANGED U OF tfASH STAFF
COMM MLTM NURS PBAC b ARRANGED U OF WASH STAFF
CourseNo.Sec. Description Cred.Hours Days Room Instructor
Sister Formation - Pine Lake
"L 1 00 P GFN^RAL RTOLOGV I 3 1023 T-TH 104 STAFF
191 ICO P LAM | 1025 F
"L ICi P LAP 2 155-340 F
CM 10J P INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 4 635-935 MTTH 102 STAFF
CM tOj P LA[» 1-340 M STAFF
ro 44*, p sec las Experience 5 arranged staff
FN 010 P ENGLISH LANG LAB 0 1020 MTTM 216 STAFF
FN lifI P COMMUNICATIONS I « 930-1030 MTTHF 215 MRS N W WILSON
FN 122 P COMMUNICATIONS 2 4 930-1020 MTTHF 216 SR CHARLOTTE FCSP
FN 308 P HISTORY OF FNC LANG 4 1-2 MTTHF 216 SR M THOMAS CSJ
FA \i><t P MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS 930-1115 M 214 SR MAURiLLE FCSP
FA 131 P rNSTPU'*E:NTAL MUSIC ARRANGED MR SR DOLORES FCSP
FA ISO P CHPIST ART+MUSIC 1 1C25 T A+C STAFF
FW lei P ELEMENTARY FRENCH 1 3 1-2 TThF 100 SR CHARLES FCSP
FH POT P iNTTRMfDIATI FRENCH 102* T 100 SR AUGUSTA OP
FW 297 P SUPERVISED STUDY 1120 T 100 SR AUGUSTA OP
HS 101 ° WOPLD CULTURES 1 4 155-340 T-F 213 FR B 1 BRADLEY
H3 JJ44 P PROBLEMS IN US HIST 3 155 T-TH 214 SR M CHRISTOPHER
MT ZWC P ELEMENTS OF MATH 3 1025 MTTH 216 STAFF
"T 3C I P FOUNDATIONS OF MATH 3 1120 MTTH 102 SR VICTOR FCSP
301 P FOUNDATIONS OF MATH 3 1120 MTHF 215 STAFF
PL' 181 P ACT IVIT IFS 0 ARRANGED STAFF
PHS 301 P PHYSICAL SCIENCE 3 930-1030 M-TM 102 ST VICTOR FCSP
PHC )01 P LAI l 930-1210 T
PH-, 301 P LAR 2 835-1113 F
PL |3| P PHILOSOPHY OF BEING 3 1-2 TTHF 213 SR GEORGETTA FCSP
°L ?6I P PHILOS OF MORALITY 4 1120 MTTHF 216 SR THEOPHANE FCSP
PSY 43b P SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 1055-12 MTTH 2|4 SR ROSE AMATA FCSP
SS 41C P SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY 4 930-1030 MTTHF 213 SR THEOPHANE FCSP
«S *15 P NATIONAL ISSUES 4 155-340 M-F 214 SR M CHRISTOPHER
TH 101 P LITURGICAL THEOLOGY 250-350 T 216 STAFF
Th 17V P SCRIPTURE 1 15*5-255 M-TH 213 FR V T PATTERSON
TH ifi P DOGMATIC THfOLOGY I 3 1C25 M-TH 213 SR THEOPHANE FCSP
T-t BT3 P ACTS ♥EPISTLES 1 1 155-255 M 215 FR w F IEROUX
TH 361 P VIOPAL THEOLOGY 3 1-2 TTHF 213 SR THEOPHANE FCSP
TH 4SI P SPIRIT THFOLOGY 1 2 155-340 T 215 SR M DIANA OP
Sister Formation - Bellingham
8L 100 B GENERAL BIOLOGY 1 3 3-4 MTHF «H MRS M EGGLESTON
FA 13| B INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC ARRANGED M SP SCHOLASTICA CSJ
FA 150 B CHRIS ART ♥MUSIC 1 1-2 M-T M SR HOSABI1 CSJ
FR 121 B ELEMENTARY FRENCH I 3 9-10 M-w-F VM SR RITA MART CSJ
PL 131 B PHILOS OF HEING 1 3 9-10 M-n-F M STAFF
TH 170 B SCRIPTURE 1 10-11 T-TM VM STAFF
TH 181 B DOGMATIC THEOLOGY I 3 10-11 M-w-F VM FR G SCHNEIDER OSB
Sister Formation - Edmonds
BL 100 E GENERAL BIOLOGY 3 9-1055 SAT G bR M JOHANNA OP
BL 100 E LAB 1-3 SAT SR M JOHANNA OP
FA 124 E MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS 955-1055 SAT G STAFF
FA 131 E INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC ARRANGED SR M DAM|AN OP
FA 150 E CHRISTIAN MUSIC 1 1050 SAT P STAFF
FR 123 E ELEMENTARY FRENCH 3 3 8-9 M-T-F F SR M GERMAINE OP
FH 200 E INTERMED FRENCH 1 9-10 M-T-F F SR M GERMAINF OP
PL |3i E INTRO PHIL OF BEING 3 8-015 DAILY G SR JEAN FRANCES OP
PL 13? E INTRO PHIL OF BEING 3 B-915 DAILY G SR JEAN FRANCES OP
TH 101 E LITURGICAL THEOLOGY 930-10 30 M G SR M AQUINAS OP
TH 170 E SCRIPTURE 1 930-1030 Th G SR M DIANA OP
TH 172 E SCRIPTURE 3 830-930 M-TH G SR M DIANA OP
TH 181 E DOGMATIC THEOLOGY I 3 1030 MTHF G SR M DIANA OP
Sister Formation - Tacoma
BL 100 T GENERAL BIOLOGY 1 3 9-10 MTwTH AL SR M JUSTIN Op
FA 150 T CHRISTIAN ART 1 930-1030 SAT ALAL SR MARIANNE On
FA 151 T CHRISTIAN ART 2 93C-1030 SAT ALA SR MARIANNE OP
FH 124 T ELEMENTARY FRENCH <t 1-2 m-w-f STAFF
RL 131 T INTRO PHIL OF BEING 3 2-3 M-m-F SJC SR M ROBERTA OP
TH lO| T LITURGICAL THEOLOGY 1030 M-w-F SJC FR T C GAB ISCH OPTH 170 T SCRIPTURE 1 9-10 T-TH SJC FR T C GABISCH OP
TH 181 T DOGMATIC THEOLOGY I 3 9-10 M-»-F SJC FR T C GABISCh OP
Oean
-
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English P^s3 'r-WMpp? 'vHBUxS&SBL, '■■&&&**'i VI^^^E^^^^^^KH Br^i^^ .^^K^^^^
History P'*s3 SBl^^J" I■KHmN^^^^^^blitI Qttr Ml
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The largest building on cam-
pus, a new men's residence on
East James Street, is now un-
der construction. To be known
as Campion Hall, the 13-story
building will house 720 men.
employedon the expandedstaff,BUILDING alteration should
be completed by Oct. 1, Fr.
McNulty said. However, it will
first be used after Thanksgiving
this year, when furniture and
fixtures have been installed.
Students presumably will be
Map of S.U. Campus
Street Closures (Proposed) and Additional Parking
Areas Shown.
—The beginning of a physical
educationplant.
Other projections for the next
few years, according to Father
McNulty, will include:
—A new science wing, similar
to the existingBarman Building;
—A liberal arts building with
office space for faculty mem-
bers;
Advantages of the central
steam system, according to Fr.
McNulty, are minimization of
fire hazard, decrease in operat-
ing costs and reduction in me-
chanical breakdowns.
THE SYSTEM, scheduled be-
fore the strike for completion
by Sept. 20, will serve allbuild-
ings on campus except Xavier
Hall, the Gymnasium, Student
Union and Engineering build-
ings. These will continue to be
served by their individual hot
waterboilers.
ALSO, MARIAN HALL and
the Barman Building will be
without heat and hot water. It
is expected that new heating
connections in these two build-
ings will take weeks to com-
plete. In case the strike lasts
until school starts, a portable
steam generatorwill beinstalled
to heat Marian Hall and the
Barman Building.
As this issue went to press,
Northwest plumbers and pipe-
fitters voted to strike beginning
Aug. 21. If the strike lastsmore
than two weeks, streets around
campus will still be torn up
when classes begin.
ANOTHER CHANGE in cam-
pus this summer was the adop-
tion of central steam heating.
The Seattle Steam Corporation
began installing connecting
pipes down East Columbia
Street, and the University dug
trenches along the Mall, faculty
parking lot and Eleventh Ave-
nue for pipes to many of the
campus buildings.
EXPECTED to cost $2.3 mil-
lion, the building will be ap-
proached from Eleventh Avenue
between East Columbia and
East Cherry streets. With seat-
ing for 1,200, the library will
contain a half million volumes.
Other features will be a rare
books room, group study rooms
and conference rooms.
Father McNulty now foresees
February, 1965, as the earliest
date for the beginningof library
construction.
WITH THE COMPLETION of
Campion Hall, Bellarmine will
become a girls' dormitory. In
the fall of 1965, men students
will be housed in Campion and
Xavier halls; girls in Bellar-
mine, Marian and Marycrest
halls.
S.U.s long-desired library
still awaits appropriation of
funds. While plans for the build-
ing are completed, and student
money totaling $1.6 million has
been pledged, the University is
awaitingan appropriation from
the U.S. Senate (according to
provisions of the Academic Fa-
cilities Bill which was passed
last year). A Washington State
commission must also approve
S.U.s request.
The structure, begun in De-
cember, 1963, will cost $4.1mil-
lion. Its general proportions are
on a ratioof 1: l'/2 as compared
to Bellarmine Hall. However,
the recreationarea will be five
times as large as that of the
existing men's residence.
EXTERIOR construction
should be finished in October,
Fr.McNulty said. Contract date
for completion of the entire
building, presently two months
ahead of schedule, is June 19,
1965. The new dormitory will
include a dining room, chapel
and 13th floor "penthouse"
lounge.
(BellarmineHall,existingmen's
residence, houses 468 students.)
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SINCE THESE streets will be
closed to cars, provision has
been made for three new park-
ing lots for 300 student vehicles.
In past years, street parking
has handled about 250 cars,
Father said.
Among this year's cam-
pus alterations will be the
closing off of city streets, and
their transformation into pedes-
trian malls. According to Fr.
Edmund McNulty, S.J., vice
president in charge of finance,
this change is expected "some-
time before Christmas."
The streets which the Uni-
versity has asked the city to
vacate are: Eleventh Avenue
between East Spring and East
Cherry streets; East James
Street between Broadway and
Eleventh Avenue; East Colum-
bia Street between the alleybe-
hind Loyola Hall and Twelfth
Avenue; East Marion Street be-
tween Eleventh and Twelfth
avenues and between Broad-
way and the alley behind Loy-
ola Hall; and the alley behind
Loyola Hall between East Co-
lumbia andEast Marionstreets.
With the closure of these
streets, the campus will have
for the first time a unity of
layout, Fr. McNulty said.
By MARY ELAYNE GRADY
Seattle University in the
mid-Sixties is growing like
a mushroom. In process
now are several changes
and additions, with many
more planned for the fu-
ture.
AMONG NEW buildings to be
opened for use, the first will be
a new student bookstore, to be
located in the former Canada
Dry building purchased by the
Universityduring the pastyear.
According toFr.McNulty, the
new bookstore, which is now
being renovated, will be large
enough to handle the needs of
a student body of 7,000. The
present bookstore has been lo-
cated in one room of the Old
Science Building since 1953.
Also in the Canada Dry build-
ing will be the University post
office, central telephone ex-
change and computer center.
The one-story building's 22,000
square feet of floor space will
be divided for these uses, with
the bookstore proper occupying
the largest area.
FR. McNULTY also noted
that two parking garages are
included in the University's
long-range campus plan.
When the streets are vacated,
the main entrance to the cam-
pus will be at Twelfth Avenue
and East Columbia Street,
where a "guard" station will
be located. Cars proceeding
onto the campus will require
a pass.
The three lots willbe located
across from Bellarmine,Loyola
and new Campion halls. Some
existing structures, including
the former Intercollegiate
Knights house, will be removed
to make room for the parking
lots.
I Check list for Freshmen I
(andupper classmen, too)
Off to school? You'll handle your finances easier with an NBofC Special
Checking account. Here's why: Your account can be openedwith any amount
whereyou live— then transferred to anyof the NBofC offices at school time.
You don't need to keep a minimumbalance and there's no monthly service
charge. NBofC Special Checks are only ten cents each! They fit
nicely into the plansof any student-and anyone else who'sbudget-minded.
A ■--*. jt ig^££^B B*i /*
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FIRST HILL OFFICE Maurice F. Claeys.Manager f \7\
1201 MADISON STREET Vly I
retreats will be in Lent at Man-
resa Hall,Port Townsend.
On-campus retreats will be in
Marycrest and in Bellarmine
chapels. A listing of retreat
dates with retreat masters, will
be announced infall issue of The
Spectator.
Obligatory Retreats for Students
Scheduled Throughout School Year
A yearly weekend retreat is
required of allCatholic students.
Both closed and on-campus re-
treats areavailable.
Closed retreats for girls will
be both at Providence Heights
and at St. Joseph's Retreat
House in Bellevue.Men's closed
INTERCOLLEGIATE
KNIGHTS. National men's serv-
ice fraternity. Membership is
COLHECON. Club is affiliated
with national and state home
economics associations. Mem-
bership is open to anyone.
open to freshman and sopho-
more men.





girls—35 — are tapped during
spring quarter. Coeds are chos-
en on the basis of activities and





bership is open to male Com-
merce and Finance majors with
a minimum of 2.00 g.p.a.
CREATIVE WRITING CLUB.
Campus literary club open to
anyone whois interested inwrit-
ing. Club publishes the campus
literary magazine, FRAG-
MENTS, which is sponsored by
the English Dept. Anyone inter-
ested should contact Mr. Joseph
Monda.
SCHOLASTIC
ALPHA SIGMA NU. National
Jesuit men's honorary. Junior
and senior men are chosen for
outstanding scholarship, loyalty,
service. A 3.50 g.p.a. is re-
quired.
GAMMA PI EPSILON. Na-
tional Jesuit women's honorary.
Junior and senior women are
chosen for outstanding scholar-
ship, loyalty, service. A 3.50
g.p.a. isrequired.
SILVER SCROLL. Junior and
senior women's honorary.Mem-
bership is by applicationand se-




al men's service fraternity.
Membership is open to anymale
student.
GAMMA SIGMA PHI. Maxi-
mum membership of 60 is com-
prised of sophomores, juniors,
and seniors. Freshmen havinga
2.50 g.p.a. may apply. Tapping
is during springquarter.
WHEN REQUIRED, the Uni-
versity will provide transporta-
tion to the clinic. In emergency
cases, a student should contact
any University switchboard op-
erator (or if late at night, the
directorof a dormitory)and im-
mediate transportation to the
hospital will be provided— by
taxi or ambulance as the case
requires.
THE OUTPATIENT Clinical
program is obligatory for all
full-time students. Costs are
covered by $2 from the general
fee and $1 from the University
each quarter for each student.
Under this progam,University
students are entitled to the use
of the hospital'semergency and
outpatient facilities.
THE BLUE CROSS program
at S.U. provides coverage from
the registrationday of one quar-
ter to registrationday of the fol-
lowing quarter. In spring quar-
ter, the coverage lasts from
spring quarter registration day
until the following fall registra-
tion day (thus offering protec-
tion throughout the summer).
The University absorbed the
costs of administering the pro-
gram here, Fr.McNulty said.
The Blue Cross program
should not be confused with the
Outpatient Clinical program
at Providence Hospital (a few
blocks east of the University).
Daily Masses in Bellar-
mine, Xavier and Marycrest
halls willbe offered onschool
days. Mass also will be said
in the Chieftain Lounge and
L.A.Chapel.
On Sundays, dorm students
attend Mass at St. James




within walkingdistance of the
campus. A Mass schedule
follows:
DAILYMASSES:
Marycrest: 6:30, 7:05, 7:50
a.m.
Bellarmine: 6:30, 7:15 a.m.
LAChapel: Noon.
Chieftain: 11:15 a.m., Noon.
SUNDAY MASSES:
St. James Cathedral: 5:15,
6, 7, 8, 9:15, 10:30 a.m.,
noon,5:30 p.m.
Immaculate Conception: 6,





Mick McHugh, ASSU presi-
dent, announced several execu-
tive appointmentswhich will be
submitted to the Student Senate
for confirmation at the first ses-
sion,Oct.4.
McHugh namedMike Mcßride
as Election Board Coordinator.
If approved,Mcßride willname
other members of the election
board.
Other appointments— all sub-
ject to Senate approval— are:
Homecoming chairmen, Tom
Campagnaand Marge Passinisi;
student chairmen for University
Day, Steve Hopps and Sue Milt-
ner; senior adviser to the fresh-
man class, Dan Leahy; chief
justice of the Judicial Board,
Mary Donovan; and senior jus-
tice, Chris Eagan.
IF THE STUDENT says he
has equivalent coverage under
some other planand/or does not
wish the University's plan, he
will be asked to sign a waiver
card by which he agrees that
the University is not responsible
for any cases involvinghospital
or doctor's care, except for
what is covered in the Outpa-
tientClinical program.
According toFr. Edmund Mc-
Nulty, S.J., vice president in
chargeof finance, the University
put in this Blue Cross program
to save parents the costs of pro-
viding coverage after their sons
or daughters reach 19 in indi-
vidual Blue Cross or KingCoun-
ty Medical plans.
NEW STUDENTS received a
brochure in the mail which ex-
plained in detail the coverage
under the S.U. Blue Cross pro-
gram. Extra copies of this bro-
chure are available at theTreas-
urer'sOffice.
During registration, when the
student reaches the billing of-
fice, he will be asked about
health coverage. If he wishes
the coverage of the S.U. Blue
Cross program, he should in-
form the person handling his
billing, and he will be immedi-
atelyenrolled.
The S.U. plan offers more
benefits for $27.60 a year ($9.20
each quarter) than the usual in-
dividual policy with Blue Cross
or King County Medical Plan,
which costs about $81 a year.
Seattle University negotiated a plan for student
health coverage with Blue Cross last year. The arrange-
ment has particular significance for students who are
19 or older. Coverage in
family health plansusually
ends for sons and daugh-
ters when then become 19.
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YACHT CLUB MEMBERS ham it up after learning of
their club's victory in display competition at the 1963
Club OpenHouse. From left are:Joan Baston,DanO'Rei-
ly,Mike Solon, Roger Smith and Marianne Bushue. The





pus political clubs will be active
during fall campaigns. They
schedule speakers and have
openmembership.
TOWN GIRLS. Social and
service club open to all coeds
not living on campus.
SPIRITS. Pep club sponsors
several campus activities and
sits in a group at basketball
games.All students are welcome
to join.
SKI CLUB. Group sponsors
ski trips. Anyone interested in
skiing may join. Experience is
not necessary.
SAILING CLUB. Group spon-
sors sailing outings. All may
join. Experience is not neces-
sary.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS.
Club sponsors several campus
activities, and speakers, and
sends delegates to the Pacific
Coast Mock General Assembly.
Anyone may join.
HIYU COOLEE. Hiking club
sponsors hikes every two weeks.
Membership open to anyone.
INTERNATIONALCLUB.Pur-
pose of club is to foster interna-
tional good will. Membership
open to all.
GAVEL CLUB. Forensic club
participates in several tourna-
ments. Membership is open to
all. Application sheets will be
available at registration. One
may contact Mr. William Dore.
$*£* WELCOME.FRESHMEN!
jm>J&M Klopfenstein's Racquet Shops are Seattle head-
*tt>\^%ll^^ quarters for the newest in natural-shoulder
/ iStk^wl fek clothing and traditional-style furnishings. Get
I HkK^l H acqu<s inted with our young staffs. Take a look ,
it'M- * Yflflß Aa* our ne se'ec*'ons °f
If ft Wr^^ Suits from 69-95It/2f^ -fife W Blazers- ssortssPorts Coats from 39.95\.Hilfcfi '"*''£* Pleatless Trousers from 16.95Hi 'tHH **et on our ma'"n9 "st\\ 2&HmS '*^B *° rreevee'ye news about special deals that come\3^^lfil^^*£^ ■! UP throughout the year. Mail in this request fora STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT; we will sendOmmWM you our new BACK-TO-SCHOOL APPARELVir WBjSS BOOKLET.
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If Open Mon. Eves Mon., Wed., Fri. Eves
S.U.s student newspaper is
published twice weekly with an
average circulation of 4,500. Of-
fices are inTheSpectatorBuild-
ing, 915 E. Marion St. Positions
are open on the staff in all
areas, and any interested stu-
dent will be welcome. Editor-in-




ship, public relations,CCD, stu-
dent spiritual life, works of
mercy, and servers. Prefect is
Chuck Butler; the office is on
the second floor of the Student
Union Building.
SECONDLY, 10 freshmen will
This fall, for the first time, a leadership conference
will be sponsored by the ASSU for all freshmen.
The conference, scheduled for Oct.11on campus, will
be directed by Jim Picton,
ASSU first vice president.
Freshmen wishing to at-
tend should sign up in the ASSU
office beforeOct.7.
Purpose of the conference is
twofold. First, it will explain
the functions of the ASSU and
its committees and chartered
clubs. Freshmen will be en-
couraged to avail themselves of
the opportunities for leadership
which the ASSU offers.
Frosh Leadership Confab
Added to Regular Meet
vanced cadets; Chieftain Rifles,
an organization for basic ca-
dets; Drill Team; Association
of the U.S. Army, a national
club for advanced cadets; and
the Raiders, a special group.
GREG BARLOW and John
Doub took Distinguished Cadet
awards which are given to the
top two cadets in each com-
pany. Doub placed fourth in the
overall standings among the
more than 1,600 cadets who at-
DRAMA
In fall quarter, the drama de-
partment will present "The
Pleasure of His Company" by
Samuel Taylor.Those who wish
a part may contact Fr. James
Connors, S.J., or Mr. William
Dore in the little theater,Teatro
Inigo.
ROTC
Military clubs are: Scabbard




Singers are welcome to join
the 75-voice Chorale. From this
group, the well-known Double
Quartet is selected. The band
has open membership. Those
interested should contact Mr.
Carl Pitzer in Buhr Hall.
Thirty-three juniors and
seniors captured the Sixth
Army Marksmanship tro-
phy for the second consecutive
year.
Last year the Cadets took
home the Warrior of the Pacific
trophy which is awarded annu-
ally to the top shooters in the
nation. The national results of
this year's competition will not
be known until the end of Sep-
tember.
THE CHIEFTAIN Brigade
won the Sixth Army award with
an average score of 82 per man,
five points higher than the score
which brought them national
honorslastyear.
Richard Love and Carl Bu-
manglagwere the top individual
marksmen with scores of 95 and
96 respectively.
Other S.U. cadets who receiv-
ed awards at summer camp in-
cluded Ken Crowder who won
one of eight militaryproficiency
awards which were given for
highacademicstanding.
THE AEGIS
The yearbook, with offices in
BuhrHall, isedited by students.
Positions on the staff are still
open, andall are welcome to as-
sist. Editor of the proposed 200-
page annual is Jackie Benton.
THE ASSU conference is one
of the major events of the fall
school year with several guest
speakers to be invited in addi-
tion to the large number of stu-
dent leaders.
THE THREE-DAY program
at Camp Waskowitz will feature
seminars and discussions on
college lite, the ASSU and its
functions, student responsibility,
and other items. Registration,a
banquet and entertainment will
be on Friday; seminars, a ban-
quet and more entertainment
will be on Saturday. Only one
seminar is scheduled for Sun-
day, followed by a meeting of
seminar leaders and secretar-
ies and lunch.
be selected at the conference
to attend the eighth annual
ASSU LeadershipConference at
Camp Waskowitz, North Bend,
Wash., on Oct. 23, 24 and 25.
These delegates will join ap-
proximately115 delegatesto the
larger ASSU Conference.
The IK house (919 East Co-
lumbia) and the remaining
homes near the corner of Tenth
Avenue and Columbia Street
have been demolished to make
room for additional parking
area.
IK House Gives Way
To Need For Parking
The IntercollegiateKnights, a
men's service group, will re-
turn to school to find they are
missingonehouse.
GRADUATES of the ROTC
program are commissioned as
second lieutenants upon gradua-
tion from college. Approximate-
ly 175,000 participate in the pro-
gram now, supplying almost 75
per cent of the commissioned
officers in the United States
Army.
Under the present ROTC pro-
gram, only those who partici-
pate in the advanced program
after two years in the basic
program, receive financial aid
from the government. Only uni-
forms and necessary military
books are supplied in the basic
program.
THE BILL would also enable
those not chosenfor the scholar-
ship program but who do par-
ticipate in the ROTC program
to receive a $50 allowance dur-
ing their junior and senior
years. This is a raise of about
$20 over what they presently
are getting.
Male college students whoare
interested in a military career
may soon have an opportunity
to receive financial aidover and
above what is now offered by
the ROTC program
A bill, which has been accept-
ed by the House and is now be-
fore the Senate, would grant
8,000 ROTC cadets throughout
the country full tuition scholar-
ships plus fees for books. In
addition, each cadet would re-
ceive a $50 allowance monthly




In addition, 18 cadets were
awarded the DistinguishedMili-
tary Student award which will
enable them to gain a commis-
sion in the regular Army upon
graduation if they maintain the
high qualities they have shown.
The remaining cadets may be
commissioned as reserve offic-
ers.
tended camp at Ft. Lewis.Doub
will command the S.U. Raider
Company this year.
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Co-CurricularGroupsSeek
General S.U. Participation
SODALITY LEADERSHIP groups, like the one pictured
above, meet frequently to plan ways of bettering the
generalatmosphere.Fr.Francis Lindekugel,S.J., moder-
ator, is at the right. Behind him is Chuck Butler,Sodality
prefect.
Summer Camp Awards
Won by ROTC Cadets
SODALITY
The Sodality is divided into
various sections, each of which
The Associated Women Stu-
dents, with all S.U. coeds as
members, is the second largest
campus organization.It coordi-
nates and promotes coed activi-
ties. Officers this year are:




Mary Haaland. AWS offices are
across the hall from the ASSU
offices.
AWS
THE JUDICIAL Board, com-
posed of three sophomores,
three juniors and three seniors,
settles disputes about elections
and constitutional questions.
THE STUDENT Senate, com-
posedof five electedrepresenta-
tives from each class, is the
legislative branch. The Senate
meets weekly.Secretaryfor this






The structure of the Associat-
ed Students of Seattle Univer-
sity is patterned after that of
the U.S. government.Headquar-
ters for the executive branch is
on the second floor of the Stu-
dent Union Building.Officers of
the ASSU are: President, Mick
McHugh; first vice president,
Jim Picton; second vice presi-
dent, Tom Bangasser; treasur-
er, Kip Toner; publicity direc-
tor, Andy McClure; secretary,
Karen Disotell; executive sec-
retary, Jane Grafton.
GRENADE AWAYI Cadet John Baisch of S.U. readies to
hurl his grenade at the targetduring the physical train-
ing test at the ROTC summer camp at Ft.Lewis. Other




Kenneil -Ellis is very
pleased to have been selected




Sittings start Mon.,Oct. 19
Third Floor, Liberal Arts Building





DON'T GET discouraged. We
do have sun in Seattle. In fact,
October is one of the nicest
months. For the first weeks of
school, don't plan on wearing
hot woolens every day.Blouses,
combined with skirts and jump-
ers, and a sweater, are just the
thing. A-shaped, pleated and
straight skirts are worn. (Stay
away from short, tight skirts
By MARCIA WALDRON
Girls, you've read the Back-To-School issues of the
fashion magazines and you have an idea of the new fa-
shion trends. Beware about shopping! Don't buy reck-
lessly. You won't have
space in the dorm for ev-
erything.
Let's start with coats. Seattle
doesn't have the greatest total
rainfall in the country, but the
rainy season lasts from Jan. 1
to Dec. 31. So get a good, year-
'round raincoat. For late fall
and winter, you could use a
heavy coat— water repellent!
With that coat, don't forget a
goodumbrella (Stay away from
the long, pointy ones. They're
lethalina crowded hall.) Choose
shoes or boots that will take
the puddles with ease. For dry
weather, loafers, flats and
stacked heels arepopular.
A GRADUATE of Seattle
Prep, Verron was working this
summer as a reporter for the
Seattle Times. He would have
been advertising manager of
The Spectator this year. As a
freshman, he was in the honors
program.
The Rosary and funeral were
in Seattle on July 14 and 15;
burial followed inDenver.
Suggestions Given to Coeds
For Collegiate Wardrobe
DETAILS of the drowning are
not clear.Not a good swimmer,
Verronhadgoneout inaboat to
read. Either he fell from the
boat or decided to take a short
swim because of the heat.
One person on shore saw him
paddling behind the boat, and
apparently in some trouble.
Another person thoughthe heard
a cry for help. By the time a
boat reached the scene, Verron
wasgone. Skin diversrecovered
his body one-half hour later.
Dave Verron, 21, who
would have been a senior
at S.U. this fall, drowned
July 12 in Bitter Lake, a
short distance north of Seattle.
Verron, a journalism major,
had a month earlier been
awarded the plaque for the best
writing of the year in The Spec-
tator.He also had won the best
article of the year award for his
account of campus reaction to
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that become mid-thigh length
when you sit down.) Comfort
is the key for school clothes.
A suit, a wool dress for hall










/MEMO: SU YR elections fall quarter.
I WANT ADS |
APT. FOR RENT. 3 blocks from
S.U. SeveralS.U. students here.
Lovely apartment. Suitable for
three people. Brick kitchen,
new bath, new furniture and
wall-to-wallcarpeting. Heat and
water included. $98.50. 1703
12th Aye.
THREE BLOCKS from S.U. Lots
of S.U. students here. Nice one-bedroom, furnished apartment.




living room, drapes, w-w car-
pets, colorful appliances, unus-
ual closet space. Free off-street
parking, unobstructed city and
Olympic view. $95.
921 16th Aye. EA 3-1716.
MARCBi^ 1
WHOLESALE COMMERCIAL DIVISION JChas. E. Higgins, Mgr. 1
Now Located in Our New Daylight Showroom: 1917 Third Aye., Seattle I
Elevator in First Floor Lobby Direct to Third Floor Showroom 1
Call MAin 4-1234 or MAin 4-4822 I
DISTINCTIVE and PRACTICAL in EVERY DETAIL j
As the largest wholesale commercial supplier in the Northwest, we are glad #
to allow our past work to speak for itself as in the Executive Office at Wash- 1
ington Title Insurance Company, Seattle, pictured above. I
Besides business establishments, we have decorated many churches, con- 1
vents, hospitals, rectories and schools. Recent example of our work may be I
seen in Seattle University Student Lounge, Saint Thomas Seminary and Visitation i
Villa. 1
' '* '
When nothing fc&J&dSS I
but the VERY BEST will do ... j
Our COMPLETE DECORATING SERVICE includes lov«ly carpets by LEES. 1
Layouts and estimates gladly furnished on request. 1
KM
' R %*i **' fa?" I^Prffi*%^jTl?iK ffilyl directly from our Lees Carpet Selector. Heav- #pfcL^^ \S-i■. I — "*, TpsSIJiJ IjieVwSißl/A en'y'ex*ures'pa**er"s. and colors are at your 1TTjl r**\ ![ T "~n IVvf~l "'■B3^!J«sm|\\ fingertips. No need to waste time! t
The BON MARCHE
WHOLESALE COMMERCIAL DIVISION j






SHOWN ABOVE is the seating plan for
the Seattle Sports Coliseum where S.U.
will play 12 home basketball games. S.U.
students will sit in sections 1-8 marked
S.U.BOWLERS rollatRainier
Lanes every Thursday after-
noon from 1:30-3:30. Student
rates are offered by Rainier
Lanes and transportationfor the
members will be provided.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
will be played in the gym on
either Mondayor Thursday eve-
nings. Men's volleyball, which
will run in winter quarter, will
be on Wednesday nights. Also
during winter quarter, men's
and women's basketball are
featured.
of two leagues. The games are
played at Broadway Playfield,
three blocks from campus.
Intramural Program
Provides Fun Outlet
There's a world of sports at S.U. often overlooked
Intramural sports at S.U.,
which saw all the programs op-
erating at capacity last year,
give students that important
break in school activities.
DURING FALL quarter the
intramural department offers
men's football and women's
volleyball.Also there is a bowl-
ing league which plays through-
out the school year. The ROTC
sponsors a student rifle-shooting
league which uses .22 caliber
rifles.
The six-man tag footballpro-
gram has always been one of
the biggest attractions.Each
year there has been a sufficient
turnout to necessitate formation
THE SENIOR golfer's 54-hole
total of 198 gave him a four-
stroke advantage over second
place Bill Tindall, number one
U.W. duffer. S.U.s toplinksman
last year, Tom Storey, was tied
for thirdat 205.
Niznik's victory came as a
surprise as he averaged only
77 last season while competing
for S.U. A graduate of Seattle's
Roosevelt High School, Niznik
came to S.U. in1962 and earned
a varsity letter in the '63 season
but saw only limited action the
last spring.
WITH THECITY Amateur title
under his belt, he may well be
fighting for one of the top posi-
tions on this year's varsity.Niz-
nik will be joined by returning
lettermen Jon Akin, Bill Meyer
and JimMurphy.
In early June, Storey, John
Shanley, Akin, Meyer and Mur-
phy carried S.U.s 14-4 record
to the NCAA National Tourna-




S.U. golfers continued to
travel the fairways this
summer, competing in na-
tional and regionaltournaments.
Leroy Niznik, in particular,
met with unexpected success,
winning the Seattle City Ama-
teur tournament at Foster. He
finished the three-day tourna-
ment six under par, including a
near-record 61 in the second
round. It wasonlyone strokeoff
the course record.
The varsity will have to




a trip to the NCAA regionals
and ended with a close loss to
the nation's top-rated team,
UCLA.
The Papooses last winter





— varsity and Papoo-
ses (freshmen)— will face
rough tasks in living up to
the records of last year's
squads.
ANOTHER Seattlerecruit who
will aid the Papooses is John
Wilkins of Ingraham. At 6-2, 175
pounds, he may fill either one
of the guard or the forward
positions, according to Purcell,
freshnian coach. Wilkins was
named to both the all-state and
all-city teamshis senior year at
During the past summer S.U.s
coaches, Bob Boyd and Lionel
Purcell, have recruited several
freshman prospects. Some of the
biggest catches come from the
Seattle area. One of these is
Steve Looney, a six-foot, 172-
pound guard from Seattle's
Roosevelt High School.
THE CONTEST for guard
positions will probably be the
most competitive. Charlie Wil-
liams and Peller Phillips were
the Chiefs' unbeatable combina-
tion last season, but they will
be challenged hard by Jack
Tebbs and Jack Kreiger.
Dick Turney, 6-6 senior who
suffered knee trouble last sea-
son, maycome on to take charge
of one forward spot. Tom Work-
man, 6-6 Papoose star, who av-
eraged better than 20 points a
game, is a strongcontender for
the other forward opening.Sen-
iorRalph Heyward will also be
battling for a starting berth.
EVERYPOSITION on the var-
sity, except center, should be
strong, with two capable men
for each of these spots. L. J.
Wheeler willprobably be called
on to fill the center position.
Purcell, however, feels the most
important positions on this
year's team willbe the forwards
where the greatest loss was suf-
fered.
COACH PURCELL saidhe can
hardly hope for a team like last
year's, which was "unique in
many ways," but he expects
this year's frosh to be strong.
The freshmen fromlast year's
team willbolster the varsity. Al-
though the Chieftains lost some
poise and maturity with the de-
parture of John Tresvant and
Greg Vermillion, Boydand Pur-
cell feel the sophomores will
"make up with their ability for
their lack of poise."
Two Seattle Prep standouts
may find their way into Pa-
poose uniforms. Steve Conklin,
who comes to S.U. on abaseball
scholarship, and Tom Gorman,
top-ranking tennis player, may
join the squad. Conklin, 5-8, and
Gorman, 5-11, formed the Pan-
thers' guard combination last
year.
DUANE CORDINER,6-2, from
Tumwater, Wash., and Jan
Brennan, 6-7, from Ingraham,
will probably be battling for the
centerposition.
Two more guards, Lou Stev-
enson, 5-7, from Everett's Cas-
cade High School, and Dan Sny-
der, 5-8, from Elma's Class B
state champions, are also ex-
pected.
Jim LaCour, 6-6, 170 pounds,
a mobile guard from California,
has also chosen S.U.Otherpros-
pective Papooses are Dick Fol-
lestad,5-8 guard fromIngraham
where he averaged 10 points a
game.
Ingraham where he averaged
17.3points per game.
"S" and the faculty will sit in 15 and 16
marked "F." Pictured on the right is
Chieftain forward Ralph Heyward, who
willbe fighting for a startingposition.
SERVING YOU ATB^^^^-
i it" — jj MM! Welcome to the University! The Seafirst Bankers11 ~ Jl|||l —ma «P*B&T near the SU campus invite you to come in and
\ Bg|Ssk getacquainted.Seattle-First National's Madison-
Bff" j; «k &I, Pike and Broadway Offices provide many
By iilni «*f -''lasts*** hanking services for "on-the-go" collegians. .
~^;ffl it^Jlllliii m aJU " Seafirst Economy Checking Accounts... a
:-M l^^iilllii I big help in keeping a record of your expensesR ■§! &££fl)K'4£ 1 ' throughout the school year...and you pay
Ji&il tl**s 5 ■*** SB only for the checks you actually use.
I.J pPHMMR V^ Jgllk^gKpJ " Free and easy Parking...our SupervisedW^m^WjMtkBBfek^^^^^SSEk&* ""f Parking Area is a real time-saver
|
— - .ZjjjrZZ^g|^|9BewH " Drive-InRanking Window at our BroadwayfV^^^MgWflMHHHJpfe. Branch ... for quick andeasy depositsand
If you're from outof town, ask your "home
branch" to transfer your funds to your new ac-
igk count with us— There's no charge for this service
Mk^ For sound financial advice— anytime during theJ"*,^*^^^ m& school year— call on your Seafirst Banker.
BROADWAY BRANCH "Hi c^ -r-i ie
216 Broadway East KmcidcS SEATTLE-FIRST *t*
MADISON-PIKE BRANCH L J NATIONAL BANK *sh££
1300 East Madison ' ».»a t..i»[..c»ipo.,..1«..c.c0.»0...,0»
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CAMPION HALL, new men's dorm, stretches into Seat-
tle's skyline as workmen reach the top floor of the 13-
story building. The dorm will have room for 720 men.
BEWARE THE PITFALLS of college.Fellows,you think
you USED to have a difficult time getting into Marian
Hall. Take a look now. The citadel on the mall has been
trenched, be-signed and pill-boxed. It is part of the cen-
tral heat installation.
S.U. PARTICIPANTS in the Alliance for Understanding
student exchange program are shown in a meeting in
Argentina with four students who will enroll at S.U. in
the fall as part of the program. They are, from left to
right: Jorge Porchetto, Lilia Sonora, Maureen Hakker




Purveyors to Good ol1 Seattle University
Exclusive Cosmetics
DvBarry— Revlon — Max Factor
Prince Matchabelli and Dana Perfumes.
School Supplies
(even alarm clocks to get everyone
to class on time.)
3 Blocks from Marycrest Hall and
4 blocks from Bellarmine.
First Hill Pharmacy
203 Madison MA 3-6033
\7^^^7fy'/Mfy'/M an<'monev ma**ers "" "
—^^^^i^B the long 9reen
'^w| *"disk lll'tZd,j-^~ ' S**s-"lillt3Ss!^"^^
11 Keep Your MoneyHandy... I% But KeepItEarning Too! jf
If you need to keep your cold cash handy, then Union Federal
Savings is the place for you! It's close, it's convenient, and
you receive maximum dividends on insured savings. At Union
Federal your money earns
41/.% ANNUAL J\ TIMES/4/ RATE *» A YEAR
If you can't make it downtown to our
convenient office, then save and with- j. .
draw by mail. We pay the postage fStW^
both ways. '*/
Your savings are insured to $10,000 by /^WBrmffr^
the Federal Savings and Loan Insur- [fllLllildxJjßj
ance Corporation, an agency of the O°!L/<Oy
United States government.
Savings Computed on Monthly Balances
A Mutual Savings Ins+itu+ion
SERVING SEATTLE SINCE 1919
MM m i A# ANNUAL RATE fta^^^U^^^Mi




J»f tJ/m\ /U #A laS* day ° f SePtember' December, I^UH^^^^^^^^^UUbhS/U March irid June V9^VP9r99^ia^rTT^l
Third Floor, 1411Fourth Aye. Bldg.,MAin 2-2816 QQgl W&MX BP"^
Open 9:30 to 3:30 daily '-^^^^^^^^
OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 6 P.M.
